…this is why souls that are over - come with happiness generally feel more grateful to music than others and better ones do: for
they see and hear through music, as through a coloured mist, their love becoming, as it were, more distant, more touching, and
less heavy. Music is the only means that such people have of observing their extraordinary condition and of becoming aware of its
presence with a feeling of estrangement and relief. When the sound of music reaches the ears of every lover he thinks: “It speaks
of me, it speaks in my stead; it knows everything”!...
Friedrich Nietzsche, Morgenröte
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WORLD PIANO CONFERENCE NOVI SAD

Radmila Rakin-Martinović
Executive Director
Isidor Bajić Music School was founded on the initiative of Isidor
Bajić in 1909. His idea of educating skilled staff and of educating
music fans is current even today. It is proven by the fact that over
1000 pupils attend the school both in elementary and secondary
education. There are seven departments in school where pupils
learn different disciplines of music art. They also are able to play
as soloists, in chamber ensembles and in orchestras. As the biggest music school in Vojvodina, Isidor Bajić Music School received
many awards and recognitions from all over the world. Pupils
from The School continue their education both within the country
and abroad. Rich concert activities of the school’s pupils contribute significantly to the cultural life of Novi Sad. In 2009, Isidor Bajić
Music School celebrated its centenary.
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Dorian Leljak
President
World PianoTeachersAssociation (WPTA)Over one hundred pianists and
piano teachers take part in theWorld Piano Conference annually, contributing to the further advancement of the standards of teaching and studying piano, addressing all aspects of art, pianism and piano pedagogy,
from beginner level to professional, and forming a strong bond between
pianists and piano teachers from all over the world. The program of the
World Piano Conferences is realised through a variety of forms, including
lectures, recitals, master classes, and seminars, encompassing a diverse
set of piano pedagogy related topics as well as those focused on the performance of piano literature masterpieces. World Piano Conferences are
held annually in the organization of World Piano Teachers Association
(WPTA) and Isidor Bajić Music School. The Seventh World Piano Conference will be held in Novi Sad, from 27 June to 3 July, 2015.

WPC RETROSPECTIVE

1st WPC,
Novi Sad,
May 4 – 8, 2009

2nd WPC,
Novi Sad,
August 26 – 31, 2010

3rd WPC,
Novi Sad,
June 27 – July 03, 2011

4th WPC,
Novi Sad,
June 27 – July 03, 2012

5th WPC,
Novi Sad,
June 27 – July 03, 2013

PUBLISHED IN NEWSPAPERS
Beta, May 3, 2009.
The First World Piano Conference will begin in Novi Sad on Monday and will last until May 8th, with programs featured at Isidor
Bajić Music School and the Novi Sad Synagogue. The organizers have announced that over one hundred pianists and piano
teachers from over thirty countries will take part in the Conference.

Nacionalni Građanski, May 4, 2009.
The First World Piano Conference will be held in Novi Sad between May 4 and 8th 2009 at the Concert Hall of Isidor Bajić Music
School and the Novi Sad Synagogue, organized by EPTA Vojvodina (European Piano Teachers Association) and Isidor Bajić Music
School. “Our town will become a gathering point for the meeting of one hundred pianists and piano teachers from over 30 coun-
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tries around the world – Germany, Great Britain, Austria, Switzerland, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Romania, Poland, Norway,
Finland, Greece, Portugal, Hungary, Croatia, Canada, USA, Argentina, Brazil, New Zealand, Ghana, the South African Republic,
Estonia, Russia, Australia, China, Japan, South Korea, and our country”, our newspaper was informed by Isidor Bajić Music
School officials. There will be 34 concerts held (solo piano recitals, piano duo performances, voice and piano recitals, lecture-recitals, and performances of concertos for piano and orchestra) and 65 presentations (lectures, master classes, presentations).
The Gala opening and the concert of the esteemed Italian pianist Giuseppe Andaloro will will take place at the Synagogue tonight at 8 PM. “The closing concert is scheduled for Friday, May 8, 2009. It will take place at the Synagogue, featuring the Isidor
Bajić Music School Symphony Orchestra enhanced by seven string players from Mili Balakirev Music School, Moscow (Russia),
and four young and talented soloists: Ekatarina Makarevskaja from Mili Balakirev Music School in Moscow, and three soloists
from Isidor Bajić Music School – Tea Stojšić (piano), Irena Josifoska (violoncello) and Danilo Kuzman (violin), all under the baton
of Aleksandar Kojić”, as announced by the organizers of the World Piano Conference.

Daily Paper Danas, August 25, 2010.
The Second World Piano Conference begins today at Isidor Bajić Music School and will last until August 31st. It will gather over
one hundred pianists and piano teachers, who will be making their contributions to further advancement in the standards of
piano performing and teaching, addressing all aspects of piano performance and piano pedagogy, from beginner level to professional, while forming a strong bond between pianists and piano teachers from all over the world. The program of the Second
World Piano Conference will be comprised of lectures, recitals, master classes, and seminars, encompassing a diverse set of
piano pedagogy related topics as well as those focused on the performance of piano literature masterpieces. Among those who
will take an active part in the Conference are a number of current national EPTA (European Piano Teachers Association) presidents from various European countries, members of the Music Teachers National Association (American-based organization),
the Asian Piano Teachers Association, the Australian Piano Teachers Association, and a number of artists and pianists from the
USA, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Asia.
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RTV, June 27, 2011.
Pianists from All over the World in Novi Sad – In the week ahead, from June 27th to July 3rd, Isidor Bajić Music School will host
the Third World Piano Conference in Novi Sad. During the manifestation, which attracts pianists and piano teachers from six
continents, a number of master classes, seminars, lectures, presentations and concerts will be held, exhibiting a diverse piano
repertoire and encompassing various topics related to piano teaching and performing. The members and representatives of various piano associations, including the European Piano Teachers Association, the Music Teachers National Association (American
based organization), the Asian Piano Teachers Association, the Australian Piano Teachers Association, and a number of artists
and pianists from the USA, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Asia will participate in the Conference. The opening ceremony and concert will feature three pianists from Novi Sad: Pavle Krstić, Aleksandar Đermanović and Iris Kobal, who, in
collaboration with the Camerata Academica Orchestra under the baton of Aleksandar Kojić, will be performing piano concertos
by Bach, Mozart and Chopin at the Novi Sad Synagogue, beginning at 8 PM.

Dnevnik, June 27, 2012.
Isidor Bajić Music School will host the World Piano Conference, opening today and ending on July 3rd. The organizers of the Conference are Isidor Bajić Music School and EPTA (European Piano Teachers Association) Vojvodina. Over 100 participants from 24
countries around the world are expected to participate. The Opening Ceremony of the Conference will take place tonight at 8 PM
at the Novi Sad Synagogue, featuring the Camerata Academica String Orchestra under the baton of Andrej Bursać, with the soloists Biljana Gorunović (the winner of the Second International Chopin Competition, Göttingen, Germany), Ingmar Piano Duo (Slobodanka Stević and Aleksandar Gligić), and a piano duo comprised of the young pianists Viktor Radić (studio of Professor Srdjan
Dalagija) and Dragutin Vučić (studio of Professor Vera Lili), both students of Isidor Bajić Music School. The program will consist of
concertos for piano and orchestra by J. S. Bach. The Fourth World Piano Conference comprises master-classes, solo piano recitals
and chamber music concerts, lectures, seminars, and discussion forums on pianism and piano pedagogy, with artists, pianists,
piano teachers, and students from our country and abroad taking part. All the concerts, to be held at the Isidor Bajić Music School
Concert Hall and Synagogue, are open to the general public.
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SEVENTH WORLD PIANO CONFERENCE
N O V I S A D, S E R B I A
27 June – 3 July, 2015

w w w.w p t a . i n f o
NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS:
e-mail: office@wpta.info
WORLD PIANO TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
H O N O R A R Y P R ES I D E N T S :
GRIGORY SOKOLOV (Russia)
TAMÁS VÁSÁRY (Hungary)
PETER FRANKL (USA)
JOHN O’CONOR (Ireland)
ANGELA HEWITT (Canada)
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WPTA I P C
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WPTA IPC

The World Piano Teachers Association draws your attention to its International Piano Competition (WPTA IPC), a member of the
Alink-Argerich Foundation. It is a competition with a real difference; our mission is “Putting pianists where they belong - on the
stage!” Laureates will be featured as soloists at the annual World Piano Conference (WPC) in Novi Sad, Serbia. The auditioning
process is unique as competitors can send us their recordings as web-posted links or audio-visual files. Alternatively a live audition
by a WPTA-appointed judge can be arranged in many places around the world. In this way competitors avoid the expense normally associated with travelling to international piano competitions (airfares, accommodation etc). It also eliminates the stress
of the live competing atmosphere, enabling pianists to select their best performances for us to hear. Laureates will have all their
costs covered. In addition to their concert platform they will benefit from free masterclasses with world-class musicians and have
access to all events in the World Piano Conference. The WPC provides the perfect opportunity to network and make contacts
with pianists of influence from all over the world. WPTA IPC functions on a continuing revolving basis, with the following dates
recurring annually:
					
					
					

April 30: Applications deadline
May 15: Laureates announced
June 27 - July 3: Award packages realised during the WPC

The WPTA IPC Rules and Application Form and complete details are available online at

www.wpta.info/ipc.htm
We strongly encourage you to apply for this exciting event which can enhance your career in so many ways!
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WPTA IPC 2014 LAUREATES
Many congratulations to our wonderful WPTA IPC 2014 participants and laureates!

PERFORMANCE

COMPOSITION – Special Mention

Scipione Sangiovanni (Italy)
Alexander Ullman (UK)
Jackie Jaekyung Yoo (South Korea)

Ruben Dario Marmol (Argentine)
“Variations on an E. Grieg Theme”

WPTA IPC 2014 FINALS JURY
PERFORMANCE
Ian Hobson (USA)
Ian Jones (UK)
Dorian Leljak (Croatia)
Piotr Paleczny (Poland)
Ninoslav Živković (Serbia)

COMPOSITION
Alexander Johnson (South Africa)
Aleksandra Vrebalov (USA)
ADVISING MEMBERS
Ian Jones (UK)
Dorian Leljak (Croatia)
Ninoslav Živković (Serbia)
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WPTA IPC 2014 LAUREATES

PIANO RECITAL
Scipione Sangiovanni (Italy)

Scipione Sangiovanni graduated in piano in 2006 at the Conservatory “Tito Schipa” of Lecce. He
has followed masterclass with Emilia Fadini,ArieVardi, Franco Scala,AldoCiccolini,Vincenzo Balzani, Marcello Abbado, Sergio Perticaroli, Fabio Bidini, Marcella Crudeli, Natalia Trull, Vsevolod
Dvorkin, Enrico Pace, Leonid Margarius, Alexander Lonquich, Roberto Cappello, Aquiles Delle
Vigne, Andrzej Jasinski, Paul Badura – Skoda, Angela Hewitt. He has won numerous international prizes:18th International Competition for Piano and Orchestra “Città di Cantù” (3rd prize); 23rd
International Piano Competition “Città di Marsala” (1st prize); 19th International Piano Competition “Camillo Togni” (2nd prize); 4th Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial (Ginastera Prize); 4th International Piano Competition “Mendelssohn Cup” (2nd prize); 2nd Concurso Internacional de Piano
de Campillos (2nd prize); 15th International piano competition “Ricard Viñes” (2nd prize); 55th
International Music Competition “Maria Canals” (3rd prize) FMCIM; 4th Tbilisi International Piano Competition (5th Prize) FMCIM; 19th “Premio Chopin” International Piano Competition (2nd
prize); 52nd “Premio Jaen” Concurso Internacional de Piano (2nd prize, contemporary prize, audience prize) FMCIM, 2010; 13th International Piano Competition “Premio Monopoli” (1st prize);
26th Concurso Internacional de Musica da Cidade do Porto (2nd prize) FMCIM, 2010; 19th “Premio Chopin” International Piano Competition (2nd prize); 20th “Premio Chopin” International
Piano Competition (1st prize); 4th “Svetislav Stančić” International Piano Competition (1st prize
and contemporary prize) FMCIM, 2011; 21th International Competition for Piano and Orchestra
“Città di Cantù” (2nd prize); 3rd European Piano Competition in Ouistreham (6th prize); He has
performed with the Bacau Orchestra (Romania), I.C.O. Orchestra (Lecce), Orchestra Sinfonietta
Italiana (Roma), Porto National Orchestra, Orchestra “Ciudad de Malaga” and with the Orchestra of the Croatian Radio – Television conducted by Mladen Tarbuk. On February 2012 he gave a
masterclass about baroque music in the Zagreb Music Academy. Now he is student of Mr. Arie
Vardi in the Musikhochschule of Hannover.
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Saturday, June 28th 2014

Piano Recital

Town Hall
8:00 pm
G. F. Handel

Suite No. 4 in D Minor HWV 437
Allemande
Courante
Sarabande
Gigue

J. S. Bach/F. Busoni

Chaconne in D minor BWV 1004

A. Vivaldi/S. Sangiovanni

R. Wagner/F. Liszt
W. A. Mozart/F. Liszt

Sunday, June 29th 2014
Isidor Bajic Music Scho ol
1 1 : 0 0 am

“Summer” (from The Four Seasons)

O du, mein holder Abendstern (from Tannhauser)
Isoldens Liebestod (from Tristan und Isolde)
Reminiscences de Don Juan

Piano Master Class
DAVID WESTFALL (USA)
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WPTA IPC 2014 LAUREATES

PIANO RECITAL
Jackie Jaekyung Yo o (South Korea)

Acknowledged by critics as one of the “future leaders of the Korean music scene”,
pianist Jackie Jaekyung Yoo has enjoyed acclaim both at home and abroad. She has
won nearly thirty prizes at international competitions, including Rome international competition (2013), the 6th Bösendorfer International Piano Competition in USA
(2013), Jaén International Piano Competition (2010), the Ricard Viňes International
Piano Competition and the Prix d’Amadeo-Jeunes de Piano (2007). She has appeared
as soloist with orchestras such as the Orquestra Simfonica de les Balears “Ciutat de
Palma” and the Symphony Orchestra of Croatian Radio and Television. Last June,
Jackie performed Shostakovich's First Piano Concerto with Manchester Camerata
at the Chester Music Festival. Jackie has performed worldwide and has appeared in
several festivals including the International Gümüslük Classical Music Festival in Turkey and the Bebersee Festival in Germany. At Bebersee, she stepped in at the last
minute to perform Liszt’s Grand Duo with violinist Oscar Bohórquez, winning such
praise as “the pianist reacted to her partner with great flexibility and musicality.”
Jackie is also a member of Piano Duo Yoo & Kim, which has most recently garnered a
prize at the Dranoff International Two Piano Competition in addition to its numerous
previous triumphs at international duo competitions. In 2010, the duo team made a
concert appearance at the United Nations of Geneva and “cast a spell upon the Geneva audience.” The duo has also appeared on the NDR radio broadcast in Germany
and continues to perform worldwide. Jackie has studied at the Hochschule für Musik,
Theater und Medien Hannover from 2003 to 2013 with Karl-Heinz Kämmerling, Matti
Raekallio, Vladimir Krainev and Markus Groh. Currently, Jackie resides in Manchester
UK, where she graduated from the International Artist Diploma program at the Royal
Northern College of Music.
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Sunday, June 29th 2014

Piano Recital

Town Hall
8:00 pm
L. van Beethoven
C. Vine
F. Chopin

F. Liszt

Sunday, June 29th 2014
Isidor Bajic Music Scho ol
1 1 : 0 0 am

7 Bagatelles Op. 33
5 Bagatelles
Scherzo No. 4 in E Major, Op. 54

Grandes Etudes de Paganini

Piano Master Class
DAVID WESTFALL (USA)
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WPTA IPC 2014 LAUREATES

PIANO RECITAL
Alexander Ullman (UK)

Alexander Ullman, born in 1991 in England, studied at the Purcell School of Music
under the guidance of the Head of Keyboard, William Fong. In May 2013 he graduated
from the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia where he studied with Leon Fleisher,
Ignat Solzhenitsyn and Robert McDonald. At Curtis he held the Gerry and Marguerite Lenfest Fellowship. Alexander Ullman has been represented by YCAT since May
2014. Alexander has won numerous prizes and international competitions including
first prize at the International Piano Competition in Memoriam Ferenc Liszt, the Lagny-sur-Marne International Piano Competition, the Tunbridge Wells International
Young Concert Artists Competition, the Evangelia Tjiarri International Piano Competition, the International Marlow Concerto Competition, the Christopher Duke Piano
Recital Competition and the One Thousand Islands International Piano Competition.
Recently Alexander won 2nd Prize at the Isidor Bajic Memorial International Piano
Competition. Alexander has toured across Europe and Asia taking him to concert
halls throughout Italy, France, Spain, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Denmark, India and China. He has performed in all of the major
concert halls in England as well as extensively in America most recently playing his
debut with the Philadelphia Orchestra at the Mann Center in Philadelphia. Over the
past few months Alexander has played recitals in Shanghai, Beijing, Paris and California as well as playing concertos in Oxford and Budapest. He has been broadcast by
BBC Radio 3, MDR Classic and Radio France.
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Tuesday, July 1st 2014

Piano Recital

Town Hall
8:00 pm
J. S. Bach
J. Haydn

F. Schubert

F. Chopin

I. Stravinsky

Wednesday, July 2nd 2014
Isidor Bajic Music Scho ol
1 1 : 0 0 am

Prelude and Fugue in C-Sharp Major, BWV 848
Sonata in D Major Hob. XVI: 51
Andante
Finale. Presto
Sonata No. 13 in A Major, Op. 120
Allegro Moderato
Andante
Allegro
Sonata No. 2 in B-Flat Minor, Op 35
Grave – Doppio Movimento
Scherzo
Marche funebre: Lento
Finale. Presto
Three Movements from Petrouchka
Danse Russe
Chez Petrouchka
La semaine grasse

Piano Master Class

MANUEL MATARRITA (COSTA RICA)
17

WPTA IPC 2014

Ruben Dario Marmol (Argentine)
COMPOSITION – Special Mention
“Variations on an E. Grieg Theme”

Ruben Dario Marmol was born in Arequito, Argentina. He started studying music at the age of four. Graduated at the National
Conservatory of Music in Piano and Composition. He studied with A: De Raco and E. Púppulo (piano), F. Casanova (Harmony), V.
Maragno (counterpoint and fugue), W. Sciamarella (composition), B. D´Astoli (orchestration). He recorded two C. D. for I.R.C.A
(recording Firm from Argentina). Aa composer and Musicians he performs new pieces from: Salvador Ranieri, Bruno DÁstoli,
Anibal Ditarelli, S. Bungs, Aleman, and others. He got the following awards: from the "Cámara de Diputados" from Santa Fe; First
prime in composition, in the competition organized for "Promociones Musicales de la Argentina", First mention in composition in
the same institution, Gold Medal for his performance as studen,t in the "I.U.N.A" (Universitary Institute for Performing Arts). His
pieces: Cuarteto de Cuerdas No. 1 and No. 2, Trío, In memoriam Anton Waldhier, Sonata for Clarinet and piano, Requiem Brevis,
Opus and Tangos (for piano), were perform by musicians from the Colón Theatre of Buenos Aires (Argentina).
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27th JUNE, 2014 (FRIDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
18,00
19,00
19,45

TATJANA GUBERINA (SERBIA)
Piano Recital: Class of Professor Tatjana Guberina
ADAM POSSENER (UK)
Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform: (Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Grovlez, Shostakovich, Rachmaninoff)
Intermission

TOWN HALL
20,00

24

GALA OPENING: INGMAR PIANO DUO - SLOBODANKA STEVIĆ/ALEKSANDAR GLIGIĆ (SERBIA) 		
Blossoming: Serbian Contemporary Music 4 4 Hands (Marković, Kovačević, Adzić/Kikimora, Simić, Nešić, Vojnović, Bjork/Nešić )

28th JUNE, 2014 (SATURDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
11,00
12,00
13,00
13,45
16,00
17,00
18,00
18,45
19,30

IAN JONES (UK)
Piano Master Class
IAN JONES (UK)
Piano Master Class
DALE WHEELER (CANADA)
Lecture: Franz Liszt’s Solo Piano Music from his Roman Period, 1862 - 1868
Intermission
KOSTA MILANOVIĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform: (Scarlatti, Grieg, Brahms, Prokofiev)
MIŠA CVIJOVIĆ (SERBIA)
Composer’s Profile: Music from theatre shows and short films
VELJKO GLODIĆ (CROATIA)
Piano Recital: (Scarlatti, C. P. E. Bach, Scriabin, Bartok)
MILICA JELAČA JOVANOVIĆ/MARIJA ILIĆ (SERBIA/USA)
Piano Duo Recital: Three arrangements: Debussy’s arrangement of Schumann, Bach’s arrangement of his own composition, and Prokofiev’s arrangement of Schubert
Intermission

TOWN HALL
20,00

SPECIAL EVENT: WPTA IPC LAUREATE RECITAL: SCIPIONE SANGIOVANNI (ITALY)
Piano Recital: (Handel, Bach/Busoni, Vivaldi/Sangiovanni, Wagner/Liszt, Mozart/Liszt )
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29th JUNE, 2014 (SUNDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
11,00
12,00
12,45
13,45
15,45
17,00
18,00
18,30
19,30

DAVID WESTFALL (USA)
Piano Master Class
HANS BRANDNER (GERMANY)
Lecture: Alexander Truslit's Motion Lines of Music: Body Technique and Expressive Performance
NENAD RADIĆ (SERBIA)
Lecture:“Surpassing the Limits of Piano Sound” searching an ideal tone image in Beethoven’s Diabelli Variatons op.
120 and Schubert’s B flat major Sonata D 960
Intermission
NENAD RADIĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Recital: Class of Professor Nenad Radić, Works of Chopin
BOGDAN ĐORĐEVIĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Recital: (Liszt)
ALLISON HILLIER (CANADA)
Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform: (Schubert, Saint-Saens)
TAMI KANAZAWA (JAPAN)/YUVAL ADMONY (ISRAEL)
Piano Duo Recital: (Beethoven, Brahms, Dukas)
Intermission

TOWN HALL
20,00
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SPECIAL EVENT: WPTA IPC LAUREATE RECITAL: JACKIE JAEKYUNG YOO (SOUTH KOREA)
Piano Recital: (Beethoven, Vine, Chopin, Liszt)

30th JUNE, 2014 (MONDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
11,00
12,00
13,00
13,45
14,30
16,00
16,45
17,30
18,30

YUVAL ADMONY (ISRAEL)
Piano Master Class
YUVAL ADMONY (ISRAEL)
Piano Master Class
DIANA HARRIS (AUSTRALIA)
Lecture: Educating and Supporting Collaboration - Pianists Who Play with Others
RUBÉN DARIO MARMOL (ARGENTINA)
Lecture-Recital: Composer’s Profile: (Marmol)
Intermission
JACQUELINE LEUNG (HONG KONG)
Lecture-Recital: Chinoiserie: The Amalgamation of Cultures in solo piano music
WILLIAM LIPKE (USA)
Lecture-Recital: (Liszt)
ANA BURSAĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform: (Bach, Beethoven, Scriabin)
Intermission

TOWN HALL
19,00
20,00

ŁUKASZ NIEMANCEWICZ (POLAND)
Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform: (Scarlatti, Chopin, Rachmaninoff, Chopin)
NIKOLA AVRAMOVIĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Recital: (Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, Debussy)
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1st JULY, 2014 (TUESDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
11,00
12,00
13,15
14,00
14,45
15,30
16,15
17,00
17,45
18,30

ERICA BOOKER (AUSTRALIA)
Lecture: Piano Keyboards-One Size Does NOT Fit All! Ergonomically scaled piano keyboards.
ERICA BISESI (AUSTRIA/ITALY)
Lecture-Recital: Sketching the trajectories from Schubert and Liszt to expressionism in an emotion-based approach to music analysis
NEVENA SOVTIĆ (SERBIA)
Lecture-Recital: Interpretative diversities based on a question about existence of the variational principle inSchumann’s Kinderscenen, op. 15
Intermission
SOPHIA GILMSON (USA/RUSSIA)
Lecture-Recital: Imagination and Palette, or How to Cultivate Pianistic Colors while Working with Young Students
Who Do Not Like to Practice
LIA JENSEN-ABBOTT (USA)
Lecture-Recital: ‘Priceless’ Piano Music: Florence Price’s Teaching Pieces and Piano Sonata
LIA JENSEN-ABBOTT (USA)
Lecture-Recital: Semiotics, Piano Pedagogy, and the Teaching Pieces of Florence Price, Marko Tajčević, and Wayne Horvitz
MARKO MOLNAR (SERBIA)
Piano Recital: (Bach, Rachmaninoff, Beethoven, Rachmaninoff)
KARINA BRUK/PAUL HOFFMANN (USA)
Piano Duo Recital: (Mussorgsky, Cage, Gershwin)
Intermission

TOWN HALL
19,00
20,00
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THOMAS HUNTER (USA)
Lecture-Recital: Thematic transformation in Brahms’ first piano sonata
SPECIAL EVENT: WPTA IPC LAUREATE RECITAL: ALEXANDER ULLMAN (UK)
Piano Recital: (Bach, Haydn, Schubert, Chopin, Stravinsky)

2nd JULY, 2014 (WEDNESDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
11,00
12,00
12,45
13,30
14,15

MANUEL MATARRITA (COSTA RICA)
Piano Master Class
ANNA KIEFER (USA)
Lecture: Teaching in the 21st Century: A New Philosophy
SOOHYUN YUN (KOREA/USA)
Lecture: Pedal or No Pedal? - Strategies Leading to the Successful Performance of Piano Music from the Classical Period
RIKA FUKUDA (JAPAN)
Lecture-Recital: How can we make a good use of Skype lesson in piano learning? Vasilije Mokranjac (Serbia,1923-1984):
Six Dances, Dejan Despić (Serbia): Vignettes Op.43a (1963)
Intermission

15,45

ANNA ARAZI (ISRAEL)
Lecture-Recital: Back to Bach: Building a Bridge over 300 years
16,30 LUIS RAMIREZ (MEXICO/CANADA)
Lecture-Recital: The five styles of Sergei Prokofiev’s music
17,15
JULIJA BAL (SERBIA)
Lecture-Recital: Presentation of music score and CD of 12 Etudes by Heitor Villa-Lobos transcribed for piano by Julija Bal
18,15 MATTHEW WOOD (USA)
Piano Recital: (Beethoven, Liszt)
19,00 TOSHIKAZU MIZUNUMA (JAPAN)
Piano Recital: (Mozart, Chopin, Schumann)
19,45 Intermission
		
20,00 MANUEL MATARRITA (COSTA RICA)
Piano Recital: Romantic expression in Latin American piano music
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3rd JULY, 2014 (THURSDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
10,00
10,45
11,30
12,30
13,15
14,00
14,45
16,30
18,00
19,00
19,45
20,00
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LILIA SALSANO (ARGENTINA)
Piano Recital: Tangos and other Argentinian works
GILLES COMEAU (CANADA)
Lecture: Music Reading and the Piano Method Books
MARGARET BRANDMAN (AUSTRALIA)
DVD Music Presentation: The Music of Margaret Brandman – Rhapsodies to Rhumbas
LI LIAN LOW (MALAYSIA)
Lecture: Suzuki Teaching: a Whole Different World
MONICA LEE (USA)
Lecture: Beginning Piano Sight Reading Course for College Students
MARCIA BOSITS (USA)
Lecture: Contemporary Piano Pedagogy: Training Artistic Teachers
Intermission
NIKOLA STOJKOVIĆ/MILOŠ NOVIČIĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform: (Bach-Liszt, Liszt, Grieg, Rachmaninoff, Prokofiev)
JULIJA BAL/JELENA BAJIĆ BOJANIĆ (SERBIA)
Piano Duo Recital: (Tchaikovsky, Piazzolla, Satie, Ravel)
ARISA KAWASUGI (JAPAN)/HRISTO KAZAKOV (BULGARIA)
Piano Duo Recital: The Art of Fugue
Intermission
DUO FURIOSO - SILVIA ROEDERER/LESLIE TUNG (USA)
Piano Duet Recital: Music from Mozart’s Magic Flute, Mendelssohn Variations, Stravinsky’s Petrouchka

6 TH WOR LD P IANO CONFEREN CE

PR ES E N T E RS
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ANNA ARAZI (ISRAEL)
The innovative spirit of Cambridge, home of MIT and Harvard, resonates with the credo of Israeli pianist Anna Arazi. She has founded and been running several community projects at Boston University,
engaging Boston inhabitants and students in musical activities and discussions. Among others, she
organized a Musical Marathon, joined by performers from Brazil, China, Croatia, Germany, Greece,
Korea and Spain to collect donations for the Boston Marathon bombing victims (Symphony Magazine, 2013). Being an active performer, Ms. Arazi frequently appears as a soloist and a chamber ensemble member. As the winner of the 2014 BU Concerto Competition, she recently made her debut with the
BU Symphony Orchestra. Boston Musical Intelligencer (April 2013) described one of her Duo performances as “a great fun” and “a theatrical flourish”. For the last two year she has been invited to perform and teach
as a Guest Artist at the BU Tanglewood Institute. In addition to her entrepreneurial and concert activities, Ms. Arazi is a doctoral
candidate at Boston University, receiving the honorable Richmond scholarship. She also maintains a private studio, fruitfully
working with a variety of students, ranging from two year olds to adults. In 2012 Anna Arazi was granted a life-long membership
in the Golden Key International Honour Society.

Lecture-Recital: Back to Bach: Building a Bridge over 300 years
The lecture-recital will explore some of the unique opportunities found in the music of Bach and sons for creating a more direct
connection between the music, its performer and the audience. These include improvisation, embellishments and composition
techniques among others.
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NIKOLA AVRAMOVIC (SERBIA)
Faculty of Musical Art, University of Arts (Belgrade)
Nikola Avramovic was born on 13.10.1991 in Loznica where he received his basic musical education in
the class of Prof. Bojana Bocev Nikić. Music education continues to MS “Josip Slavenski” in the class
of Prof. Olivera Prijić. Now he is a fourth year student in the Faculty of Music in Belgrade in the class
of Prof. Ninoslav Živković. During his schooling,he has won numerous awards in national and international competitions, which some of them are in particular stand out: International Competition in
Niš 2007 (Second Prize); Republican contest 2009 (laureate); EPTA 2009 (First Prize) and 2010 - winner
of the same; “Slavenski” 2009 (laureate), 2010 (first prize). He was performing in cult buildings such as:
Kolarac Concert Hall, Hall of SCC, Gallery ART - GET, SASA and many others. There are number of solo concerts, which he held in many cities throughout Serbia. He attended master classes with reputable professors
such as Ian Jones and Alexander Madzar. Last year he recieved award from the fund – “Katarina Aćimović” for best performance
of a sonata on the piano department. This year he achieved significant results: a semi-finalist in the Contest “Jeunesses Musicales”
in Belgrade; the winner of the audition for “Yamaha” scholarship; He has received awards from the “Olga Mihajlović” fund for the
most talented piano student. He was recording for Radio Belgrade, and he has appeared on several occasions in various television
shows on RTS channel.

Piano Recital
L.V. Beethoven
F. Chopin
F. Liszt
K. Debussy

Sonata in F Minor, Op. 57
Scherzo in B-Flat Minor, Op. 31
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 14 in F Minor
Ce qu’a vu le vent d’ouest, Prelude No. 7, Book 1
Feux d’ Artifice, Prelude No. 12, Book 2
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JELENA BAJIC BOJANIC (SERBIA)
Academy of Arts (Novi Sad)
Jelena Bajić-Bojanić was born in Novi Sad in 1983, where she finished elementary and secondary music school
in the class of Professor Bojana Doroslovački. When she was just sixteen years old, she enrolled the Academy
of Arts in Novi Sad, Department for Piano in the class of Professor Jokut Mihailović, where she graduated and
finished master studies. Jelena has attended numerous master classes taught by renowned piano teachers such
as: K. Gekić, M. L. Petrović, A. Fraser, I. Jones, D. Westfall, J. Mihailović etc. She has won many awards at national and international competitions. She has performed at numerous concerts as a soloist and as a member
of chamber ensembles in Italy, Germany, Switzerland and Serbia. In Kolarac Hall in Belgrade, she had several
performances of many authors, including two of her own compositions: "Cataclysm" and "Ringing". Along with solo
career, Jelena shows a preference for chamber music. Her pursuit for further improvements in this area continued with
the foundation of piano duo with pianist Julija Bal. At “XX International competition Premia Vittoria Caffa Rigetti” in Italy, in
November 2012, Jelena won two awards: first place in solo piano category and second place in chamber music category. Also, Jelena and Julija
received an invitation from the jury for future performances.

Piano Duo Recital
P. I. Tchaikovsky

A. Piazzola
E. Satie

M. Ravel
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The Nutcracker Suite
Ouverture miniature, Allegro guisto
Marche, Tempo di marcia viva
Danse de la Fée-Dragée, Andante ma non troppo
Danse russe, Trépak. Molto vivace
Danse chinoise, Allegro moderato
Danse des mirlitons, Moderato assai
Valse des fleurs, Tempo di Valse
Le Grand Tango
La Belle Excentrique
Grand Ritournelle
Cancan grand-mondain
LaValse

JULIJA BAL (SERBIA)
Academy of Arts (Novi Sad)
While performing her piano transcriptions at the “IBLA Grand Prize 2008” competition in Italy, Julija’s originality drew the attention of
music critics alike. As the laureate of the competition and the winner of the “Villa-Lobos” special prize, she performed in Carnegie Hall
with great critical acclaim. From 2009 she became one of the youngest jury members at the same competition. In 2009 Julija entered
the finale “Tansman Competition of Music Personalities” (Poland), and next year she became prizewinner of competitions “Bradsaw&Buono” (New York) and “Victoria Caffa Rigetti” (Italy). She has also won awards at competitions “Petar Konjović”, “Competition
of Yugoslavian Young Pianists” (Niš), the “Yamaha” competition (Novi Sad), etc. Julija has done performances throughout Serbia, Italy,
Germany, Greece, Poland (Filharmonia Wrocławska) USA (Virginia, North Dakota, Arkansas, NewYork), at festivals such as “Nomus”, “Val
Tidone”, “IBLA”, “1000 Tone”,” Guitar Festival in Novi Sad” etc. In 2013. CD and score of her transcriptions of 12 Studies by Villa-Lobos have
been published by AGV under the patronage of Brazilian Embassy.This publication has won award “Muzika Klasika” as the best classical music
publication in Serbia in 2013 and it has been archived in “Museu Villa-Lobos” (Rio de Janeiro).

Piano Duo Recital
P. I. Tchaikovsky

A. Piazzola
E. Satie

M. Ravel

The Nutcracker Suite
Ouverture miniature, Allegro guisto
Marche, Tempo di marcia viva
Danse de la Fée-Dragée, Andante ma non troppo
Danse russe, Trépak. Molto vivace
Danse chinoise, Allegro moderato
Danse des mirlitons, Moderato assai
Valse des fleurs, Tempo di Valse
Le Grand Tango
La Belle Excentrique
Grand Ritournelle
Cancan grand-mondain
La Valse

Presentation of music score and CD of 12 Etudes by
Heitor Villa-Lobos transcribed for piano by Julija Bal
Heitor Villa-Lobos was a Brazilian composer, described as “the single most
significant figure in 20th-century Brazilian art music”. Written in Paris in
1929, and dedicated to Segovia, his 12 Etudes for guitar are considered as
a true concert works (like piano etudes by Chopin, or Liszt, they are showing a level of difficulty and beauty that is above a simple study). It should
be borne in mind that Villa-Lobos’ innovative ideas in Etudes were created
for the specific sound of one particular medium - the guitar and its unique
sound characteristics. To avoid potential loss of the original character and
a change in their musical essence, these piano transcriptions should represent a special kind of freedom, while retaining the most important musical features of Villa-Lobos’ etudes: context, essential melody, tonality
and form. Exploring some current technical practices of piano playing and
integrating them into the music, it should introduce a way of “upgrading”
Villa-Lobos’ composition and thus not disturbing its context, as individual
etudes, and as an integrated whole.
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ERICA BISESI (AUSTRIA/ITALY)
University of Graz (Graz)
Erica Bisesi holds a PhD in Mathematics and Physics and a MA Degree in Piano Performance. She taught acoustics and
psychoacoustics at the Udine Conservatory, Italy, and is currently lecturer on psychoacoustics and music cognition at the
University of Graz. Her career as a systematic musicologist began at the KTH, Stockholm, and then in several projects on
the psychology of music, expressive music performance, music analysis and music information retrieval at the Universities
of Lugano (CSI), Bologna, Milan, Padua, Udine and Montréal. Now Erica works as a researcher at the Centre for Systematic
Musicology, Graz. Her career as a pianist began at the age of five, she studied with the conductor F. Mander, the pianists B.
Canino, A. Delle Vigne, V. Krpan, A. Kravtchenko, and A. Woyke and performs as a soloist and in chamber music ensembles.

Lecture: Sketching the trajectories from Schubert and Liszt to expressionism
in an emotion-based approach to music analysis
This study is approaching the question how compositional influences and trajectories can be traced historically by focusing on emotion. We developed an
algorithm to predict aspects of emotion that is inherent in a musical score as a combination of music-structural predictors for valence and arousal. Our model
is applied to understand the trajectory connecting Schubert, late Liszt, Wagner and Schoenberg, leading to the emergence of an extended chromatic tonality
and atonality. By focusing on questions of continuity, transition and breaks among materials and composers’ styles, we are analysing representative music
examples from this historical course and asking musicians and non-musicians to rate their immanent emotional content.

Piano Recital
F. Schubert
F. Schubert/F. Liszt
R. Wagner/F. Liszt
R. Wagner
F. Schubert/F. Liszt
A. Schönberg
F. Liszt
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Moment Musicaux Op. 94 No. 6
Ihr Bild
Isoldes Liebestod
Elegie WWV 93
Der Atlas
6 Klavierstücke Op. 19
La lugubre gondola I, S. 200
Bagatelle sans tonalité, S. 216a

ERICA BO OKER (AUSTRALIA)
Erica Booker studied piano with Igor Hmelnitsky and Alexander Sverjensky, and graduated from
the NSW Conservatorium of Music and Sydney Teachers’ College in both Performing and Teaching, gaining the DSCM (Performers and Teachers), Diploma of Specialist Music Education, LMusA and AMusA. She is a Fellow of the Collegiate of Specialist Music Educators. Erica has been a
performer in solo, ensemble and concerto concerts, an accompanist, organist, a piano and classroom music teacher, a choral conductor and an adjudicator of eisteddfods, competitions and exhibitions. Since 1979 Erica has taught piano and lectured in Australia, New Zealand, USA, Britain and
Japan following the Suzuki philosophy. She holds the Diploma of Suzuki Music Teaching, is a Suzuki Piano Teacher Trainer and is a former teacher of Suzuki Early Childhood Education Music classes. She has a
large studio of students from toddlers to tertiary students and teachers. During the last decade, Erica has become an advocate
for the use of smaller piano keyboards and has travelled widely studying and lecturing on the topic. Her studio contains pianos
with four different sized keyboards, possibly unique in the world.

Lecture: Piano Keyboards - One Size Does NOT Fit All! Ergonomically scaled piano keyboards.
In our world we have different sized shoes, skis, racquets, violins and cellos, so we pity the poor pianists who all have to contend
with the same sized keyboard-LARGE!! We know that pianists with small hands are more likely to suffer pain and injury. A large
proportion of pianists are unable to reach their full potential, both musically and technically, on the standard keyboard. Now, like
Goldilocks, we have a choice. David Steinbuhler in Pennsylvania has engineered different sized keyboards, the most common
being 7/8 and 15/16. Steinway has an alternate keyboard which is about 18/19. Kawai will make on commission a GM12 grand
which is approximately 16/17. The traditional keyboard was standardized and designed to suit the hands of Caucasian males in the
early 20th century. Our statistics show that 20% of men, 70% of women and all children play a piano which is too big for them. My
lecture aims to demonstrate the ease of adjustment and reduced effort required to play these ergonomically scaled pianos, and
the immense artistic and technical benefits to performers.
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MARCIA BOSITS (USA)
Bienen School of Music, Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois)
MTNA, NCKP, CMS
Marcia Bosits is Associate Professor of Piano and Director of Piano Pedagogy at Northwestern University’s Bienen School of Music (Evanston, Illinois). She received her Doctor of Music degree from
Northwestern where she studied piano with Wanda Paul and Arthur Tollefson. The recipient of a
Kosciusko Foundation Fellowship, she also earned an Artist’s Diploma from the Warsaw Conservatory in Poland. Dr. Bosits has held national positions in professional organizations including Music
Teachers National Association (MTNA), the College Music Society, the National Conference on Keyboard Pedagogy and also the International Fulbright Selection Committee. Her articles have appeared in
such respected journals as Clavier, Keyboard Companion, American Music Teacher and Piano Journal. Active
as an adjudicator, soloist and chamber musician, she serves as a clinician in piano pedagogy and performance throughout the
United States, Canada, Europe, and the Far East.

Lecture: Contemporary Piano Pedagogy: Training Artistic Teachers
Conservatories and music schools have well-deserved reputations in providing thorough training for young artists. Developed
programs of study, technical regimens and repertoire lists guide the transition of young pianists into secure performers. Yet, in
reality, almost all of these pianists will also become teachers. Are we giving them adequate training to be successful piano teachers in the future? The purpose of this session will be to share repertoire, materials, approaches and ideas for providing structured
guidance in pedagogy to university pianists. Based primarily on the established curriculum developed at Northwestern University, the audience will become acquainted with fresh repertoire that can inspire young teachers, obtain samples of appropriate
assignments and projects designed to develop teaching skill, see useful evaluation tools, and explore the idea that piano students
also have a responsibility to the larger musical community.
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MARGARET BRANDMAN (AUSTRALIA)

Margaret Brandman’s career in music as composer, pianist, music educator, arranger and writer on music
education spans more than 40 years. She has combined her compositional interests with her interest in accelerated learning techniques for music. Margaret has composed a range of pieces for a variety of instruments and voice. Her concert works for piano, voice, instrumental combinations and orchestra, published in
Australia and in Germany, receive both live and recorded performances internationally. Margaret is also writer
and publisher of many music education materials. In 2012 she received the WPTA Dip.E for her DVD presentation
“The Geometry of the Piano and the Symmetry of the Hands” which was presented at the conference in 2011 and
again in 2013. In addition Margaret received the World Forum’s “Distinguished Contribution Award” (2012) for the continent of Australia for her performances and lectures at an international conference at Oxford University in the UK. This year many more
performances of her original compositions have been programmed as interest in her compositional output grows.

DVD Music Presentation: The Music of Margaret Brandman – Rhapsodies to Rhumbas
In November 2013 a land-mark Australian concert event took place in the Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre. A team of ten
musicians, plus two vocalists performed ‘Rhapsodies to Rhumbas’, a two-hour programme of original Brandman compositions. The
concert showcased the composer’s diverse range of musical styles, from expressive art music and sensuous art songs, to Latin and
Jazz inspired works scored for a variety of instrumental ensembles. This DVD presentation presents the highlights of the concert
with the composer performing many of the works herself. The programme includes “Autumn Rhapsody” (piano solo) recently published in Germany by Furore Music and “Spirit Visions” for two pianos performed by Margaret Brandman together with Mexican pianist Irma Enriquez. Margaret also accompanies dramatic mezzo soprano and lyricist, Desiree Regina, as she sings songs from their
co-composed song cycle ‘Songs of Love and Desire’ and Duo Deconet - Henry Avila on violin and Irma Enriquez on piano, perform
Margaret’s newly composed works for violin and piano. From the exhilarating sounds of Margaret’s rhapsodies and contemporary
musical works to the amazing rhythms in the Latin American and jazz works, audiences can expect the unexpected!
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HANS BRANDNER (GERMANY)
Hans Brandner studied musicology (M.A.) at the Humboldt-University in Berlin and piano with the
Russian piano professor Natalia Gussewa. He received his piano performance diploma (LRSM) from
the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music in London. He works as pianist and piano pedagogue in Berlin and is a member of the DTKV (German Music Artist’s Association). He is focused on
body methods of piano playing and published 2012 the book “Bewegungslinien der Musik” (Motion
Lines Of Music) about the far-reaching method of Alexander Truslit. His book received attention and
reviews in Germany and the USA. He had lectures about his book e.g. at the EPTA in Germany and the
Yunnan University in China. He is a piano partner and jury member of the piano competition at the annual
German-Chinese-Days of Youth. He is engaged in audio-visual combinations, published the music of the silent movie “Berlin – Symphony of a Great City” for piano and performed it in Germany and China.

Lecture: Alexander Truslit’s Motion Lines of Music: Body Technique and Expressive Performance
Alexander Truslit (1889-1971) developed his system of music and motion based on the piano method of Frederic Horace Clark and
Elisabeth Caland, his former teacher. His method connects musical phrasing with the musician´s body to a moving unity. With the
aid of drawn lines and corresponding body exercises he drew attention to motional aspects of music and playing through which
he helped musicians find to a more natural and expressive style. With his method he was also able to treat physiological problems.
His exercises not only increase the general physical movement disposition but also develop a general motion technique called
“Wringen”. Truslit understood the importance of this principle that allows the whole body to become the piano playing unit.
But Truslit’s teaching is far more than an anatomy of a playing technique. As his movement exercises can always be seen as the
movement within the music, his curves help physically feel expressive phrasing in form of movement. This leads to a connection
between one´s own playing and the movement patterns that correspond with the music. The lecture presents Truslit’s work and
introduces his method. Truslit’s movements and motion exercises will be explained and physically executed to music so as to
experience the practical effect. With examples from the piano literature the connection between these exercises and musical
expression will be explained.
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KARINA BRUK (USA)
Mason Gross School of the Arts, Rutgers University (New Brunswick, New Jersey)
Karina Bruk, pianist, holds degrees from Manhattan School of Music and Mason Gross School of
the Arts, Rutgers University. She has performed solo, chamber music and lecture recitals both in
United States and abroad, as well as presented Master Classes and Workshops on performing and
auditions at the New Jersey Performing Arts Center and throughout the local area. Dr. Bruk has
been a recipient of numerous awards; among them the Genia Robinor Award of Teaching Excellence
presented by the Piano Teachers Society of America. She has articles published in DSCH Journal and
the Musicians and Composers of the 20th Century Encyclopedia. She is currently the Graduate Advisor/
Coordinator of Graduate Studies, and the Director of Chamber Music at Mason Gross School of the Arts.
Bruk is Artist-in-Residence at the Newark School of the Arts.

Piano Duo Recital: The Bruk-Hoffman Duo: Experiences
M. Mussorgsky/P. Hoffmann
J. Cage
G. Gershwin/K. Bruk/P.Hoffman

Night on Bald Mountain
Experiences
An American in Paris
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ANA BURSAC (SERBIA)
Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)
Ana Bursać was born on 23rd of July in 1997. She started her piano classes with Prof. Biljana Dabić at the age of
6, where she stayed through her elementary music school. Ana’s secondary music education continued in the
class of Prof. Slobodanka Stević in the Isidor Bajić music school, Novi Sad. Her first public performances drew
attention to her outstanding talent. Ana performed a concert together with Ms. Cincia Bartolli (Italy) in Belgrade in 2009. She performed with the chamber orchestra of the Isidor Bajić music school at the opening of the
first World Piano Conference in 2009. She is an active participant of the piano workshops within EPTA and WPC.
She is also a student at the course “Musica Ricercata” in 2013 held by Prof. Dorian Leljak. List of prizes and awards
in Serbia: 5th National competition of young pianists 2005, Zrenjanin, First prize; 10th International competition
of young pianists 2006, Šabac, First prize; State competition 2007, Belgrade, Third prize; 8th National competition of
young pianists 2008, Zrenjanin, First prize; International festival of young pianists 2008, Šabac, Art Studio, First prize; 12th
International competition of young pianists 2008, Šabac, First and Special prize; 5th International competition “Davorin Jenko” 2008, Belgrade,
First prize; State competition 2009, Belgrade, Second prize; 10th National competition of young pianists 2010, Zrenjanin, First prize; and Flame
competition 2011, Paris, Third prize; State competition 2013, Belgrade, First prize.

Piano Recital - Young Concert Platform
J. S. Bach
L. van Beethoven
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Toccata in E Minor, BWV 914
Sonata in C Minor, Op. 13
Grave - Allegro di molto e con brio
Adagio cantabile
Rondo. Allegro

A. Scriabin

Etude in F-Sharp Minor, Op. 8 No. 2
Etude in E Major, Op. 8 No. 5

A. Scriabin

Sonata No. 2Op. 19
Andante
Presto

GILLES COMEAU (CANADA)
Music School of the University of Ottawa (Ottawa)
Gilles Comeau, Professor at the School of Music of the University of Ottawa, co-ordinates the piano
pedagogy and the music education sectors. Dr. Comeau has been the beneficiary of many research
grants, including a large grant from the Canadian Foundation for Innovation to set up a 1.2 million
dollars research laboratory in piano pedagogy. As head of this infrastructure, he has established
partnership with 15 other research laboratories and research institutes and is the director of the
Piano Pedagogy Multi - disciplinary Research Group which gathers researchers from 12 different disciplines. He has authored many books, over 20 education kits to be used by music and arts teachers,
and has written various scholarly research papers in music education and in piano pedagogy. His recent
teaching experience has involved the integration of new technology into the piano studio, the combination
of research and practice in the training of piano teachers, and the supervision of new researchers in the field of piano pedagogy.

Lecture: Music Reading and the Piano Method Books
It is well known that the ability to read music notation is at the core of the music learning process. In the early years of piano
lessons, music teachers rely extensively on piano method books to introduce and develop this skill. However, little research has
been done to find out how musical symbols are introduced, sequenced and reinforced. The impact of the colourful illustrations
found on every page of a piano method book is rarely discussed. And although method books usually value the development of
good sight - reading skills, little is known about the perceptual span of young pianists or the importance of pattern recognition.
In spite of the recognized importance of music reading, there exists no reliable tool to measure and quantify this skill in relation
to piano music. Yet measuring this ability is essential for evaluating the impact of the various teaching strategies used in the
different method books. This presentation will provide an overview of the multidisciplinary research approach used at the Piano
Pedagogy Research Laboratory to examine each of these questions and provide insight on key aspects of music reading in the
context of piano method books.
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MIŠA CVIJOVIC (SERBIA)
Faculty of Musical Art, University of Arts (Belgrade)
Miša Cvijović, was born on 21th of December 1984. in Belgrade, Serbia. She studied piano at the
Academy of Arts in Novi Sad, in the class of Prof. Dorian Leljak. From the third year of study until
the end of Master studies (in 2009) she was under the guidance of Prof. Vladimir Ogarkov. She also
earned Bachelor’s and Master’s degree from the Faculty of Music in Belgrade (in 2013), Department
of Composition and Orchestration in the class of Prof. Vlastimir Trajković. During the third year of
studies, she was working with Prof. Isidora Žebeljan. Miša has participated in many concerts around
the country as a soloist and chamber music performer. She has attended many master classes with
these distinguished professors: Svetlana Bogino, Paul Bearns, David Westfall, Aleksandra Vrebalov, Edvard Ficklin, Dan Sonenberg, Michael Rose. Her compositions have been performed by some of the best musicians in the country at many various courses, conferences, festivals and tribunes - International Summer Composition Seminar
South Oxford Six “Summer in Sombor” (2007), Festival KoMA in the Belgrade Philharmonic Orchestra Hall (2007-2013), Summer
Festival in Franciscan Monastery on Island Hvar (Croatia, 2009), World Piano Conference in Novi Sad (2011, 2012), City Hall in Belgrade (2012), Exit Festival in Novi Sad (2007, 2012), City Hall in Novi Sad (2013), 29th Belgrade Jazz Festival (2013) Festival (2013).
As a composer and pianist she covers contemporary music, improvisational music, and also music for theatre and film. Theatre
plays: “Les Miserables”, “Festen”, “Hair”, “Brecht and I”, “Glorious Florence Jenkins”. The latest music for theatre was “The Little
Prince”, original music for public reading of the awarded play of Dimitrije Kokanov “Fairy dust”, “Mr. Bideman and arsonists”. She
also composed original music for the film “One Night in front of Faculty”, music for teaser for the film “Panama”. In the past 5
years she worked as a piano teacher at elementary and high music schools: “Kosta Manojlović”, “Mokranjac”, “Vojislav Vučković”.
Miša is a member of the Composers Association of Serbia.

Composer’s Profile: Music from theatre shows, short films and commercials
M. Cvijović: “Wish for the Moon” for clarinet and piano
Duo Vers La Flamme
Nataša Penezić, piano
Vasa Vučković, clarinet
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BOGDAN DORDEVIC (SERBIA)
Bogdan Đorđević was born in Novi Sad. He was a student of the so called “zero group” in 1993 (a
preparatory studying year for extraordinary gifted students to be admitted at the Academy of Art
in Novi Sad). He has got the scholarship of the University of Novi Sad awarded to young talents and
successful students in 1998. He graduated in 2000 from the class of prof. Kemal Gekić at the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad. In 2000 he entered the class of prof. Rita Kinka and earned his Specialization’s
degree in 2001 and his Master’s degree in 2006 at the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad. He has made more
then 200 performances, both as a soloist, as a soloist accompanied by the orchestra and as a chamber
musician. Đorđević has recorded two documentary movies with the piano works of J. S. Bach and F. Liszt
in production of RTV Novi Sad. His performances were broadcast by many radio and television stations in
Serbia. He has had advanced studies with well-known pianists and he also participated in many master classes held by the distinguished piano pedagogues and pianists such as such as Arbo Valdma, Jokuthon Mihailović, Aleksandar Serdar.

Piano Recital
F. Liszt

Sposalizio (Second Year Of Pilgrimage: Italy)
Ballade No. 2 in B Minor
Transcendental Etude No. 11 in D–Flat Major “Harmonies Du Soir”
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6 in D-Flat Major
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DUO FURIOSO (USA)
SILVIA ROEDERER, piano – LESLIE TUNG, piano
Kalamazoo College, Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, Michigan)
Duo Furioso, the husband and wife team of pianists Silvia Roederer and Leslie Tung, has performed
at the Carinthian Summer Festival in Austria and at the Conservatories of Music at Beijing and Shanghai, China. Silvia Roederer is a professor of music at Western Michigan University, where she serves
as chair of the keyboard area. Her extremely active career as chamber musician has taken her all over
the world. As pianist of the Verdehr Trio since 1997, she has performed in Moscow, Athens, London, Vienna, Warsaw, Stockholm, Hong Kong, Taipei, Beijing, Shanghai, Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Brasilia, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Puerto Rico and throughout the United States. The trio plays yearly in New York City
and twice a year in Washington, D.C., where they are an ensemble in residence at the Phillips Collection. Leslie Tung has been recitalist at the First International Festival and Conference on Fortepiano in Antwerp, the Michigan Mozart
Fest, the Connecticut Early Music Festival and Festival Indianapolis. In addition he has appeared at over 35 colleges and universities, most recently as Distinguished Guest Artist at the University of Memphis School of Music, as soloist at the Conservatoire National de Région Chabrier,
guest artist at the Academy for Performing Arts in Hong Kong and at the 2012 Gilmore International Keyboard Festival.

Piano Duet Recital: Music from Mozart’s Magic Flute, Mendelssohn Variations,
Stravinsky’s Petrouchka
C. Neffe

F. Mendelssohn
I. Stravinsky

Six Easy Pieces from Mozart’s Opera Die Zauberflöte
Der Vogelfanger bin ich ja
Bei Mannern, welche Liebe fuhlen
Sol lich dich, Teurer, nicht mehr sehn?
Das klinget so herrlich
Ein Madchen oder Weibchen
Andante and Variations, Op. 83a
Three Scenes from Petrouchka

Dance Russe
Chez Petrouchka
Fete Populaire de Semaine Grasse
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DUO VERS LA FLAMME (SERBIA)
VASA VUČKOVIĆ, clarinet – NATAŠA PENEZIĆ, piano
Duo Vers la Flamme was founded in 2012 by Vasa Vučković (clarinet) and Nataša Penezić (piano) on
grounds of substantial interest in music of 20th and 21st century. Devoted to premiering new music, they have made live recordings for Radio RTV, appeared on radio shows and performed across
Serbia. In 2013 they co-founded SYNC, a center for contemporary art that promotes interdisciplinary
tendencies combining music and visual art. They both hold bachelor and masters degree from the
Academy of Arts in Novi Sad. Vasa Vučković is the winner of “Anton Eberst International Competition” in
Novi Sad (2010) and laureate of “10th International competition for chamber wind ensembles” in Pančevo
(2011). He appears regularly as principal clarinetist of the Maribor International Orchestra and Camerata Aca demica. He has attended masterclasses of Michael Arrignon, Mate Bekavac, Paolo Beltramini, François Benda, Tadej Kenig, and
performed in Italy, Slovenia, Hungary, Germany and Great Britain. Nataša Penezić completed her second masters at the Royal
College of Music in Stockholm in 2012 (in class of Staffan Scheja) and is currently doing a PhD at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade
(class of Dubravka Jovičić). She has appeared in festivals such as Euro Arts Music Festival, Aurora Festival, Musica in Laguna, Citta
di Chioggia and Kom och Hör. She had her debut with KREDO Orchestra in Moscow at the age of 15 and has since extensively
performed across Europe as a winner of numerous scholarships and awards. In March of 2014 duo won the first prize at the “Citta
di Treviso Competition”, in category for contemporary music.

Composer’s Profile: Music from theatre shows, short films and commercials
M. Cvijović: “Wish for the Moon” for clarinet and piano
Duo Vers La Flamme
Nataša Penezić, piano
Vasa Vučković, clarinet
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RIKA FUKUDA (JAPAN)
Rika Fukuda was born in Tokyo. A versatile pianist with a strong academic background two Bachelor’s degrees in both music and the liberal arts in Japan. After her graduation of the Musashino
Academia Musicae in Tokyo, she won the prestigious “Gunma Artist Award for Studying Abroad” by
the Gunma local government in Japan to have her sojourn in Italy in 1993, where she studied with K.
U. Schnabel. Returning to Japan, she concertized and broadened her performing career in Taiwan as
well. In 2000, she was awarded the RCM Scholarship to enroll at the Royal College of Music, London,
studying with Gordon Fergus-Thompson and obtaining her Postgraduate Diploma in Performance in
2001. Coming back to Japan, she became very active, working for the “YAMAHA Master Class” in Tokyo, a
special course for the very young, talented students. Besides her busy performing career, she has organized
numerous musical events including the Y150 Piano Competition & Festival authorized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan.
Since her first visit to Serbia in 2013, she has been promoting Serbian music and appeared in the Serbian embassy in Japan. In the
end of May 2014, in Tokyo, she gave a charity concert in support of flood victims in Serbia, with Serbian flutist, Ms. Andjela Bratić.

Lecture-Recital: How can we make a good use of Skype lesson in piano learning?
Vasilije Mokranjac (Serbia, 1923-1984): Six Dances
Dejan Despić (Serbia): Vignettes Op.43a (1963)
Technical progress of internet service affects our daily life. For example, nowadays we can easily communicate over very far distances using Skype, which is offered to us with almost at no charge. So, I think that as one of our options, we can make a good
use of Skype for piano learning, too. In this lecture, I would like to discuss both the possibilities and limits in Skype lesson. As I live
in Tokyo, it is not easy to go to US and any countries in Europe, where there are many excellent piano teachers. It takes over 20
hours between Tokyo and Novi Sad... Since 2012, I have been studying some of pieces through Skype lesson between Tokyo and
New York, and could study the following Serbian pieces, Vasilije Mokranjac (Serbia, 1923-1984): Six Dances, Dejan Despić (Serbia): Vignettes Op. 43a (1963). How can we extent the possibilities of Skype lesson for piano learners in the future?
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SOPHIA GILMSON (USA/RUSSIA)
University of Texas (Austin, Texas)
Sophia Gilmson, Russian-born pianist and a graduate of the famed St. Petersburg Conservatory, has
enjoyed a multifaceted career as a pianist and a pedagogue. Her awards include First Prize in the
Young Artists Competition in New York City; Piano International Recording Competition; Collegiate
Teaching Achievement Award of Texas; Mount Everest Award by the Austin Critics Table for her
performance of the Goldberg Variations on harpsichord and piano in the same evening; etc. She
has concertized extensively to a high critical acclaim. The Houston Post:”...brilliant, driving performance.” The Austin-American Statesman, referred to her performance of Bach’s Goldberg Variations
as “one of the most refreshing and thought-provoking performances this season” and ranked it as one
of the year top ten arts events, calling it “unforgettable.” In the celebration of its 20th anniversary, Austin’s
Performing Arts Center included this concert in the list of twenty most memorable programs of its history, one per year. Fanfare
Magazine says about her recent studio recording of Goldberg Variations on harpsichord and piano “...I can now say that Sophia
Gilmson has gone where no one has gone before…” A dedicated educator, Sophia Gilmson is the co-founder of both the Houston
and Austin Young Artists Concerts designed for musically gifted children. Sophia served as an artistic director for both programs
for twenty years, since its inception in 1987 to 2007. Sophia Gilmson has been on the faculty of the University of Texas Butler
School of Music since 1993.

Lecture: Imagination and Palette, or How to Cultivate Pianistic Colors
while Working with Young Students Who Do Not Like to Practice
We, the pianists, refer to colors all the time. But what are the colors of the piano sound? Are they indeed red, blue and green?
Can the sound be dark and dense or light and crisp? Can the piano, a percussion instrument equipped with hammers, sing like a
human voice? Can we bring a sense of fresh air, can we create a rainbow, can we make the sun rise and grasshoppers hop? And
most importantly, how can we teach these elusive sensations to our young (and not so young) students? This lecture-recital is
based upon Prokofiev’s Children’s Music, op. 65. Prokofiev wrote these delightful twelve pieces for his sons who (gasp!) did not
like to practice.
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VELJKO GLODIC (CROATIA)
Veljko Glodić graduated in piano at the Zagreb Academy of Music in 1980 in the class of Jurica Murai. As a student he won
several awards including the first price at the Yugoslav Competition of Music Students, and “Svetislav Stancic” award of
the Croatian Music Institute. He perfected his artistic skills in the USA, first in Boston at the New England Conservatory
of Music where, in 1982, he obtained his master’s degree under Jacob Maxin, and then at Florida State University, where
he achieved his doctorate in the class of Edward Kileny in 1988. He has been teaching piano since 1993 at the Zagreb
University Academy of Music, and performs at concerts at home and abroad (Germany, Hungary, Russia, USA). In 2005 he
gave a very well received performance as a participant at the International Congress in Moscow to mark the 90th anniversary of the death of Alexander Skriabin. His 2007. Moscow concert was reviewed by the most distinguished Russian culture
magazine Literaturnaja Gazeta: “He played Bach and Handel brilliantly… In future Moscow concerts this excellent Croatian
pianist will certainly attract more Russian public”. In 2008 he was an Artist in Residence at the Goucher College, Baltimore, USA. In
2010 Veljko Glodić was a jury member of Vera Lotar Shevchenko International Piano Competition in Russia.

Piano Recital
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D. Scarlatti

Sonata in E Major, K. 24
Sonata in F Minor, K. 466
Sonata in A Major, K. 101
Sonata in E Major, K. 19

C. P. E. Bach

Sonata in A Minor, W. 49/1
Moderato
Andante
Allegro assai

A. Scriabin

Sonata Op. 30
Andante
Prestissimo volando

B. Bartók

Sonata for Piano (1926)
Allegro moderato
Sostenuto e pesante
Allegro molto

TATJANA GUBERINA (SERBIA)
Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)
Tatjana Guberina, the piano teacher, acquired her primary and secondary music education at the
Isidor Bajić Music School in the class of Professor Lydia Gvozdanović. She graduated from the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad, in the class of Professor Andrea Preger. Pedagogical work began in 1978 in
the Isidor Bajić Music School, where she still works. She is the founder of the Study of music education “Bravissimo” which promotes music in Novi Sad elementary schools. Students of Tatjana Guberina have received numerous awards in competitions at home and abroad. The greatest contribution
of her work is to develop love for music among young people.

Piano Recitals: Class of Professor Tatjana Guberina
S. Rachmaninoff – Italian Polka

Anastasija Nedeljković i Marija Knežević

W. Gillock – Fiesta

Dubravka Antonić

A. Bound – Song of Mermaids

Katarina Popović

J. Burgmüller – Silfs

Nadja Tomić

E. Grieg – March of the Dwarfs

Marija Knežević

P. Harvey – Rumba Toccata

Nadja Tomić

M. Schmitz – Jazz Etude

Marija Knežević

S. Maykapar – Lullabay

Miona Đorđević

H. Purcell – Hornipe

Staša Golić

V. Šainski – Pesma krokodila Gene

Miona Đorđević

C. Standfor – Lullabay

Staša Golić

F. Schubert – Musical Moments

Jelena Keserović i Anastasija Nedeljković

L. van Beethoven – Pour Elise

Branka Stanojević i Marija Knežević

G. F. Handel – Sarabande in D Minor
D. Ravina – Etude in B Minor

Katarina Ratković
Anastasija Nedeljković

A. Ginastera – Dance of the
Beauiful Maiden

Bogdan Dunđerski
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DIANA HARRIS (AUSTRALIA)
Diana Harris OAM is a retired pianist, accompanist, music lecturer and piano teacher (Adelaide CAE, Flinders Street
School of Music, Elder Conservatorium Adelaide University). One of South Australia’s busiest collaborative pianists
during the 70s to the early 2000s, Diana now directs her energies to supporting music education and performance
throughThe Accompanists’ Guild of SA,The MusicTeachers’ Association of SA and Recitals Australia. She convenes
the annual South Australian Festival of Accompanists, the Geoffrey Parsons Award for accompanists, the Peter
Schodde Memorial Piano Scholarship and recently convened - the nationalYamaha Recitals Australia Showcase, and
the national Music Broadcasting SocietyYoung Performer of theYear Award. Her contribution to music education has
been recognised with many awards including the Department of Further Education Gold Medal, theAustralian Music Centre Award - For Distinguished Contribution to the Advancement of Australian Music, Centenary Medal - For Service to Australian Society through Music and the OAM - The Order of Australia - For services to education in the Field of Music. On Diana’s retirement the Adelaide
University Alumni established the Diana Harris Prize for Accompanists. Diana’s devotion to the education and support of pianists who play with others
– collaborative pianists – is the prime focus of her long career.

Lecture: Educating and Supporting Collaboration - Pianists Who Play with Others
Diana Harris’s teaching career has been directed to ensuring her students are more than soloists. She believes many piano teachers short change both
students who play for enjoyment as well as those who are career pianists by not including collaborative skills in the lesson. Educating the Ensemble
Ear, the Reading Eye and Harmonic Hands are vital elements easily included.The realization that tertiary music schools were educating pianists to be
failures as soloists redirected Diana’s focus to other possibilities for the performing pianist. Her work has involved one- to one studio lessons, tertiary
level awards as well as involving music societies and commercial sponsors to the cause (she established the Accompanists’ Guild of South Australia in
the 1980s with the express purpose of raising the profile of the accompanist). Graduates of her teaching are now spread through Australia and beyond
with careers as vocal and instrumental accompanists, chamber musicians, vocal coaches, opera répétiteurs, directors of travelling opera companies,
choral pianists and conductors, dance pianists and more.There are also former students who are now doctors, company directors, IT specialists, school
teachers and chefs with the skills to enjoy playing with others. Diana will discuss the range of teaching approaches and support activities she has used
in guiding students to reach their fullest potential from the very first lesson to post graduate studies and beyond.
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ALLISON HILLIER (CANADA)
Academy for Gifted Youth, Mount Royal University Conservatory (Calgary)
Allison Hillier, 17, is an advanced placement student at Ernest Manning High School and studies piano at the Mount Royal University Conservatory’s Academy Program for Gifted Youth. Allison began
playing piano at age 5 and joined the Academy program at age 8. Allison has enjoyed success in
competitions in Canada including the Calgary Kiwanis Music Festival and the Canadian Music Competition (CMC). In 2013, Allison placed third at the National Finals of the CMC. Allison has enjoyed
summer music festivals in Canada and in the U.S which focus on artistic development rather than
competition. Allison has participated in the Duxbury Music Festival in Duxbury Massachusetts (DMF
prep) and the Alberta Pianofest in Pigeon Lake Alberta. Both programs endeavor to inspire excellence
and artistry in accomplished young musicians. In the DMF, Allison was chosen as soloist to play her concerto
with youth orchestra. At Pianofest, she was chosen to play a solo piece at two faculty recitals. In the spring of 2013, Allison completed her ARCT diploma for performers with honours. The Associate of The Royal Conservatory (ARCT) is the highest academic
standard awarded by the Royal Conservatory of Music. Other awards of recognition include scholarships and certificates from the
Alberta Registered Music Teachers Association and the Alberta Piano Teacher’s Association.

Piano Recital – Young Concert Platform
F. Shubert

Impromptu in G-Flat Major No. 3 Op. 90

C. Saint-Saens

Piano Concerto No. 5 in F Major Op. 103
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PAUL HOFFMANN (USA)
Mason Gross School of the Arts, Rutgers University (New Brunswick, New Jersey)
Paul Hoffmann, pianist and conductor, studied at Eastman School of Music and Peabody Conservatory, was a Fulbright Scholar studying in Austria first in Salzburg at the “Mozarteum”, then at the
Vienna Musikhochschule. He has been on the faculty of MGSA, Rutgers, since 1980. His main teachers have been Leon Fleisher, Theodore Lettvin, Cecile Genhart, Kurt Neumueller, Dieter Weber and
Brooks Smith. During his career Mr. Hoffmann has performed hundreds of solo and chamber music
concerts in North America, Europe and Asia in addition to conducting appearances with the Helix
New Music Ensemble, a group that he founded in 1990 and currently directs. He made over 20 recordings, has recorded live for U.S. radio stations in New York City (WNYC), and for foreign radio stations such
as Radio Cologne, Radio Frankfurt, Radio France and Voice of America. Rudolf Serkin on Hoffmann’s playing,
“He is a true artist”.

Piano Duo Recital: The Bruk-Hoffman Duo: Experiences
M. Mussorgsky/P. Hoffmann
J. Cage
G. Gershwin/K. Bruk-P.Hoffman
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Night on Bald Mountain
Experiences
An American in Paris

THOMAS HUNTER (USA)
Noted for his “riveting, emotional complexity,” (Washington Times) American Pianist, Thomas Hunter is a recent graduate of the Royal College of Music, London where he completed the artist diploma. There, he was named the Somers-Mountfort Scholar and studied with Ian Jones. Thomas
performs in a variety of settings and has been the frequent recipient of awards, scholarships, and
fellowships. Most recently, he won first prize in the Sevag and Nairi Balian Concerto Competition
in Siena, Italy, which led to performances of Ravel’s Concerto en sol in Italy with Maestro, Michael
Rossi. Future engagements include solo and chamber music appearances in London, Italy, Serbia, and
the USA. Equally at home with contemporary music, Thomas has premiered solo, concerto, and chamber
music in multiple US states and abroad. In 2013, he founded the Washington, D.C. based concert series and
ensemble, The Radical Sound, for which he is also principal keyboardist.

Lecture-Recital: Thematic transformation in Brahms’ first piano sonata
Brahms’ first piano sonata, a “veiled symphony,” remarked Robert Schumann, was written in Hamburg in 1853 when Brahms was
twenty years old. It was published later that year by Breitkopf & Härtel along with other works for the piano, including his second piano sonata. While generally most associated with Franz Liszt, Brahms, drawing more from his Viennese forbearers, made
extensive use of the compositional technique, thematic transformation, in his three piano sonatas. Music composed through
thematic transformation derives much of its material from a single theme or motive. The composer builds upon and transforms
and transforms this core material through various means including but not limited to augmentation, diminution, transposition,
inversion, and retrograde. However, in the case of his first sonata, Brahms generally limits himself to transposition and augmentation. A complete performance will follow a discussion of key examples of thematic transformation in Brahms’ Piano Sonata No.
1, Op. 1.
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MARIJA ILIC (SERBIA/USA)

Belgrade-born pianist, Marija Ilić, is an active performer of the traditional repertoire and new music in NewYork City, and has been praised
as a “clear and decisive musician,” “compelling,” and “poetic”, and noted for her “quiet intensity” byThe NewYorkTimes. Her performances include recitals at the Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall, Smithsonian Institute in Washington, the Clark Studio Theater at Lincoln Center,
the 92nd StreetY, and Merkin Hall, as well as the Music Festival of the Hamptons, Aldeburgh Festival in England, Musica Viva and Kolarac
Hall in Belgrade. She has been collaborating in recitals with violist Lawrence Dutton of the Emerson String Quartet for ten years. Ms. Ilić has
worked with composers Martin Bresnick, George Crumb, Oliver Knussen, Meredith Monk, and Aleksandra Vrebalov, among others, and with
the theater company NTUSA, and choreographer Christopher Caines. Ms. Ilić holds degrees from the Belgrade Music Academy and Mannes
College of Music, and a doctorate in piano performance from Rutgers University, with Bach’s The Art of Fugue as her doctoral topic. She can be
heard on New World Records, Mutable Music and Innova labels. Ms. Ilić is on the piano faculty at Concordia College in Bronxville, NY. After being good
friends for a long time and intensely sharing with one another countless musical experiences, Milica Jelača Jovanović and Marija Ilić decided to start playing concerts together. The
duo’s 2014 performances include concerts in Bellingham, WA, Belgrade, Novi Sad and NewYork.

Piano Duo Recital: Three arrangements: Debussy’s arrangement of Schumann, Bach’s arrangement of
his own composition, and Prokofiev’s arrangement of Schubert
Robert Schumann wrote his Six Studies in Form of a Canon, Op. 56 for the pedal piano, an instrument that is a romantic version of an organ - a piano with the pedalboard for the
feet.Schumann loved J. S. Bach’s music, and in this composition we can see his strict use of canonical imitation throughout, intersected by fugato elements in two of the Canons
(No. 4 and 6). The two mirror fugues from J. S. Bach’s last composition, The Art of Fugue, follow a strict contrapuntal technique in which every note of a musical composition gets
inverted, forming a second piece that is the exact mirror image of the first piece. Since the composition had some wide reaches for the hand, Bach himself made the arrangement
of his second mirror fugue, Contrapunctus 13, for two keyboards, adding an extra (free) voice. Contrapunctus 12 is in the original form for one keyboard, here done on two pianos.
Sergei Prokofiev had special affinity for dance music, as we can see from the many ballets that he wrote. In this suite of waltzes, he arranged about 15 landlers by Schubert, widely
varied in character. The opening waltz comes back several times in the piece, as an introduction, or conclusion of other waltzes.
R. Schumann/C. Debussy
J. S. Bach

F. Schubert/S. Prokofiev
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Six Studies in a Canon Form for Pedal Piano, Op. 56
Mirror fugues from The Art of Fugue, BWV 1080
Contrapunctus XII
Contrapunctus XIII, Alio modo - Fuga a 2 Claviere
Waltzes for two pianos

INGMAR PIANO DUO (SERBIA)
SLOBODANKA STEVIĆ – ALEKSANDAR GLIGIĆ
Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)
Ingmar Piano Duo was founded in 2005 by two pianists – Slobodanka Stević and Aleksandar Gligić in Novi Sad, Serbia. In 2006, their first CD
was published by the Viennese piano manufacturer Wendl &Lung for the Austrian market. On numerous occasions the Duo has been invited to participate at World and European pianistic gatherings, representing Serbia. Ingmar Piano Duo was the premiere performer of several
pieces by Serbian and European composers. In the year 2009, the Duo was awarded the highest prize at the International Piano Competition
ROMA 2009, in Rome, Italy, under the Frederic Chopin Foundation, as well as the Special Sergio Calligaris Prize, for the best rendition of a piece
by this contemporary Italian composer. In 2010, they qualified among 7 best piano duos in the International San Marino Piano Competition. The
Duo has so far collaborated with many prominent artists and teachers: Duo Turgeon (USA), Duo Kanazawa/Admony (Japan, Israel), Jeni Slotchiver
(USA), Vladimir Ogarkov (Russia), Svetlana Bogino (Russia), Dorian Leljak (Serbia), etc. Ingmar Piano Duo has recorded under the Serbian National
Broadcasting, Radio Novi Sad, San Marino Televisione and Televisione Vaticana. Slobodanka Stević and Aleksandar Gligić are recipients of the Annual Achievement Award from the National Association of Music and Ballet Professors of Serbia for the year 2010. They are regular participants at the European Piano Teachers Conference, where they give concerts and master classes. In 2011 and 2012, Ingmar Piano Duo implemented a series of concerts under several projects focusing on world premiere performances of Serbian contemporary music for two pianos in Serbia and a wider context. These projects were officially supported by the Government of Vojvodina Province and the
National Association of Composers and Authors. In 2013, the Duo was the recipient of the prestigious annual “Iskra” (Spark of Culture) Award by the Provincial Institute for Culture,
awarded for prominent artists under the age of 35. In 2013, Ingmar Piano Duo published a new CD with the premiere works by contemporary Serbian composers, composed or arranged for the Duo.The publication was supported by the City of Novi Sad, the Provincial Government ofVojvodina and the National Association of Composers SOKOJ. With a number
of unpremiered new works from Serbian and international composers, created especially for Ingmar Piano Duo, a new recording project with contemporary music for two pianos is
planned for 2014/2015. In 2013, the Duo was the recipient of the prestigious annual “Iskra” (Spark of Culture) Award, awarded by the Provincial Institute for Culture to prominent artists
under the age of 35. In the year 2014, Ingmar Duo will hold concerts including new contemporary programme across the country. Critical acclaim - selection: “The concert of the Ingmar
Duo started with a piece by the professor Rajko Maksimović…that included vivid and rapid runs impressively and harmonically interpreted by the two young pianists.“, Dnevnik, 2011
“The continuation of the evening presented the Concerto for two pianos in c-minor, performed by the internationally acclaimed pianists, Slobodanka Stević and Aleksandar Gligić. (…)
Through a carefully and delicately balanced interpretative approach, Stević and Gligić achieved a performance that was clean in style, potent in sound and colorful in expression, and
the audience awarded it warmly.” Dnevnik, 2012 “The young and brilliant Ingmar Piano Duo, Slobodanka Stević and Aleksandar Gligić, delighted the audience with Chopin’s Rondo
for two pianos, “The Spell” by their fellow Serbian composer Vrebalov and Calligaris’ Due Danze Concertanti”, EPTA Conference, Slovenia, Official Piano Journal, 2010. “Ingmar Piano
Duo plays with great expression, supported by the powerful technique which allows the musicians to build complexity of my work in an impressive manner, providing a superb vision”,
Sergio Calligaris, Italian composer and professor, 2009.

Gala Opening Ceremony
Blossoming: Serbian Contemporary Music 4 4 Hands
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MILICA JELACA JOVANOVIC (SERBIA/USA)
Western Washington University (Bellingham, Washington)
Milica Jelača Jovanović was born into a family of accomplished musicians in Belgrade, Serbia, where she began giving recitals at the age
of 8. She is the winner of numerous Serbian and Yugoslavian piano competitions. In 2003 she won First Prize at the 23rd Bartók-Kabalevsky-Prokofiev International Piano Competition. She performed as a solo recitalist and chamber musician in the US, Canada, and
throughout Europe, and has also appeared as a soloist with symphonic and baroque orchestras. Her recording of works by Prokofiev,
Karača, Radovanović, Briggs, Radić, Sommer and Bartók, entitled Bright Moods, has been released in 2012 under the MSR Classic
label. She has been working on a recording of Schumann works, which will be released under the Centaur label. Ms. Jelača Jovanović
is currently an Associate Professor of Piano and Coordinator of the Keyboard Program at Western Washington University. She holds a
Master of Music Degree and Artist Diploma from the Tchaikovsky Conservatory, and a Doctorate in Piano Performance from the University of Michigan. After being good friends for a long time and intensely sharing with one another countless musical experiences, Milica
Jelača Jovanović and Marija Ilić decided to start playing concerts together. The duo’s 2014 performances include concerts in Bellingham, WA,
Belgrade, Novi Sad and New York.

Piano Duo Recital: Three arrangements: Debussy’s arrangement of Schumann, Bach’s arrangement of his
own composition, and Prokofiev’s arrangement of Schubert
Robert Schumann wrote his Six Studies in Form of a Canon, Op. 56 for the pedal piano, an instrument that is a romantic version of an organ - a piano with the pedalboard for
the feet. Schumann loved J. S. Bach’s music, and in this composition we can see his strict use of canonical imitation throughout, intersected by fugato elements in two of the
Canons (No. 4 and 6). The two mirror fugues from J. S. Bach’s last composition, The Art of Fugue, follow a strict contrapuntal technique in which every note of a musical composition gets inverted, forming a second piece that is the exact mirror image of the first piece. Since the composition had some wide reaches for the hand, Bach himself made
the arrangement of his second mirror fugue, Contrapunctus 13, for two keyboards, adding an extra (free) voice. Contrapunctus 12 is in the original form for one keyboard, here
done on two pianos. Sergei Prokofiev had special affinity for dance music, as we can see from the many ballets that he wrote. In this suite of waltzes, he arranged about 15
landlers by Schubert, widely varied in character. The opening waltz comes back several times in the piece, as an introduction, or conclusion of other waltzes.
R. Schumann/C. Debussy
J. S. Bach

F. Schubert/S. Prokofiev
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Six Studies in a Canon Form for Pedal Piano, Op. 56
Mirror fugues from The Art of Fugue, BWV 1080
Contrapunctus XII
Contrapunctus XIII, Alio modo - Fuga a 2 Claviere
Waltzes for two pianos

LIA JENSEN-ABBOTT (USA)
Albion College (Albion, Michigan)
Dr. Lia M. Jensen-Abbott brings a background steeped in the humanities as well as piano performance. In addition to her many performance
activities, her current research interests include Beethoven, Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn, and Florence Price, as well as incorporating semiotic analysis into piano pedagogy. Dr. Jensen-Abbott was selected to participate in the International Mendelssohn Piano Competition in
Taurisano, Italy in 2009 where she qualified for the third round. In 2005 she taught and performed at the Con Brio Music Festival in Blonay,
Switzerland. She has appeared as clinician for The Gilmore Festival KeysFest as well as performer and adjudicator around Michigan, and
teaches at the Summer Gilmore Piano Camp. She has presented lecture recitals at Murray State University, Wayne State, Western Michigan
University, and Kalamazoo College. In March 2011 she performed recitals in Zurich and Paris, and traveled to Honolulu, Hawaii in January, 2012.
On February 10, 2012, Lia made her Carnegie Recital solo debut at Carnegie Hall in NewYork City. During 2013-2014 Lia performed in Missoula,
Montana and Fayetteville, Arkansas and was an adjudicator at the MTNA National Finals. Additionally, Dr. Jensen-Abbott is active in the Michigan
Music Teachers’ Association. Lia holds degrees from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, The Pennsylvania State University, and Indiana University. Currently, she teaches at Albion College where she has been a Visiting Assistant Professor of Music since 2008. She and her husband David are co-founders of
Albion College Piano Festival and Competition.

the

Lecture: ‘Priceless’ Piano Music: Florence Price’s Teaching Pieces and Piano Sonata
Florence Beatrice Price (1887-1953) holds the honor of being the first African American female composer to have a symphony performed by a major orchestra. In 1932, her Symphony
and Piano Sonata (both in E Minor) won Wanamaker prizes. To date, less than a handful of recordings of the sonata exist. Many piano teachers strive to present lesser-known works to
their students.To that end, Price’s piano compositions deserve greater exposure to vault them to their rightful place: among the best American piano music of last century. Price’s captivating originality and appeal is derived from her stunning lyricism, neo-Romantic harmonic progressions and textures, modifications of traditional forms and structures all balanced
by an integration of the African-American spiritual tradition. It is this assimilation of tradition with cultural spiritual influences that make her works so provocative, accessible, while at
the same time critically adventurous.This presentation will outline Price’s career as a composer and teacher. Next, a pedagogical discussion of the Piano Sonata in E Minor will lead into
an overview of some of Price’s didactic works. Ultimately, Florence Price’s piano music deserves a larger stage and greater visibility—these pieces reflect a vibrant and priceless part of
America’s musical culture. A complete performance of the Price Piano Sonata will also be part of this lecture.

Lecture: Semiotics, Piano Pedagogy, and the Teaching Pieces of Florence Price,
Marko Tajčević, and Wayne Horvitz
This portion of the presentation will feature teaching pieces by Florence Price, Marko Tajčević, and Wayne Horvitz. A semiotic analysis of each work will reveal expressive genres for
each piece. Performances of the music will accompany the lecture, as will playing demonstrations. It is also a chance to hear music by the Serbian composer Marko Tajčević, and the
American composers Florence Price and Wayne Horvitz (who currently lives in Seattle, Washington).
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IAN JONES (UNITED KINGDOM)
Royal College of Music (London)

Ian Jones is Professor of Piano and Deputy Head of Keyboard at the Royal College of Music in London. In May 2014 he
was made a Fellow of the Royal College of Music by HRH Prince Charles. His career as a Steinway Artist has taken him
to all five continents. Appearances with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and National Symphony Orchestra at London’s
Royal Festival Hall and Barbican Hall include critically acclaimed performances of Rachmaninov’s Second and Third Piano
Concertos and Paganini Rhapsody as well as concertos by Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Grieg and Schumann. A prizewinner at
the Leeds International Piano Competition, he also won many prizes, including the prestigious Chappell Medal, whilst a student
at RCM. Other awards include the Vlado Perlemuter Piano Prize and a French Government Scholarship inviting him to spend a year
in Paris. His teachers included Maria Curcio, Gyorgy Sebok, Phyllis Sellick, Jerome Lowenthal and Alain Planès. He has broadcast for radio and television
networks in many different countries and his World Première performances and recordings of music by British composer Rebecca Clarke (on Dutton Digital)
have received much enthusiastic attention on radio and in the music press. On the recent release of his CD, Chopin: Summer in Nohant (London Independent
Records), Classic FM magazine drew comparison with Rubinstein and Arrau and claimed that “Jones possesses the ‘pearl’ touch that marks out the finest Chopin exponents...his timing remains immaculate whatever the technical pressure.” International Piano praised “some magically veiled sonorities and exquisite
pianissimo…reminiscent of 1970s Pollini” and noted he “knows exactly how far to allow phrases room to dream and breathe before being gently reined back
into focus.” Gramophone praised his ability to “transform passages often treated as superficial rhetoric into something thoughtful and communing” and BBC
Music Magazine described his playing as having “a lyrical elegance and unselfconscious purity of expression.” Ian Jones is a highly experienced and much
sought-after teacher whose students have enjoyed international success. He is Artistic Director of the World Piano Teachers Association International Piano
Competition and often serves on the juries of other international piano competitions. He frequently examines and adjudicates at other leading conservatoires,
including the Royal Academy of Music in London, and is Diploma Examiner and Syllabus Consultant for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music.
He regularly conducts international master classes, most recently in Serbia, Japan, Ireland, Greece, Italy and Moscow and at conservatoires such as Sweden’s
Royal College of Music and many keyboard faculties in USA. He was piano coach, music advisor and composer/performer on the Oscar-nominated film Hilary
and Jackie and has also written and performed music for France’s two national theatres in Paris and Strasbourg.

Piano Master Class
RCM Pre-Audition Consultations
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KANAZAWA - ADMONY PIANO DUO (JAPAN/ISRAEL)
YUVAL ADMONY, piano – TAMY KANAZAWA, piano
Tel Aviv University, Buchman-Mehta School of Music (Tel Aviv)
Jerusalem Music Centre (Jerusalem)
Married couple, The Kanazawa-Admony Piano Duo won first prize in the 2008 Oslo Prize in Concours
Grieg, 2005 Menuhin Gold Prize in Osaka International Competition, 2002 IBLA GRAND PRIZE, 2001 Rome
Prize and the 2000 Tokyo Duo Competition. Recipients of The Israel Minister of Culture Award for a Permanent Chamber Group. Piano Duo Faculty at the Buchman-Mehta School of Music in Tel Aviv University, Tel
Hai International Piano Master Classes and Jerusalem Music Centre. Taught master classes in The Norwegian
Academy, Rimsky Korsakov Conservatory in St. Petersburg, Korean National University of Arts, Japan National Piano Teachers Association, Pacific Rim Festival, Primavera Pianistica in Belgium and Poros Festival in Greece. Appeared
in over 25 countries including prestigious halls such as Carnegie Hall, Argentina Theatre in Rome, Tokyo Metropolitan Festival Hall, Budapest Congress Hall, Bulgaria Hall and others. Festivals include The Budapest Spring Festival, Klavierduo-Festival, Odessa Dialogues, Asian
Music Festival, Oslo Grieg Festival, Baltic Duet in St. Petersburg and The Israel Festival. Broadcasts in BBC London, CBC Canada, Tokyo FM,
NHK Japan, BNR Bulgaria, Budapest National Radio, Israel “Voice of Music” etc. As duo soloists played with The Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, Israel Symphony Orchestra, Israel Chamber Orchestra and other leading orchestras. Their Symphonic Poems by Liszt with NAXOS
Label was acclaimed in the Fanfare and International Piano. Latest release: Rhapsodies for Two Pianos with Romeo Record to be followed
by “From Mozart to Gorezki” with the same Label.

Piano Duo Recital: Symphonic Writing in Two Pianos
L. van Beethoven
J. Brahms
P. Dukas

Symphony No. 3
I Allegro con brio
Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice

Piano Master Class - Yuval Admony
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ARISA KAWASUGI (JAPAN)
Arisa Kawasugi born in Japan studied at the Royal College of Music, London where she obtained a
BMus (Hon.) degree. Following her first degree, she received a MMus degree at the University of
Hull, East Yorkshire, and later, a Postgraduate Diploma in piano performance at the Royal Northern
College of Music, Manchester. She is a winner of many prizes. At the Royal College of Music, she won
the First Prize of Ellen Marie Curtis piano competition and was also awarded an Exhibition. At the
Royal Northern College of Music, she was given the Entry Award followed by the Governor’s Award,
and was also supported by the Bursary Award. Being keen on expounding her musical experience, she
has actively attended a number of International Music Master-classes such as in Germany, Russia, Spain,
and Holland. She has also performed in many countries including Japan, England, Europe, Malaysia and Thailand. Arisa has studied the piano with a number of distinguished musicians such as Irina Zaritskaya, Murray McLachlan and Yonty
Solomon. She currently lives in Switzerland. Prior to coming to Switzerland, she worked in MCGP Mahidol University in Thailand
where she mainly taught the piano, and also enjoyed getting involved in various musical activities such as working as an accompanist and conducting Master classes.

Piano Duo Recital: The Art of Fugue
J. S. Bach
W. A. Mozart
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Die Kunst der Fuge (arr. für 2 Klaviere zu 4 Händen)
Fugue from Sonata and Fugue for 2 pianos

HRISTO KAZAKOV (BULGARIA)
Hristo Kazakov was born in1974 in Sofia, Bulgaria, received his first piano lesson at the age of four.
He continued his piano studies at the Ljubomir Pipkov Musical School, graduating in 1992 with distinction. Soon after, he participated in the prestigious Johannes Brahms National Chamber Music
competition, where he was awarded third prize. From 1992-1996, he continued advanced studies at
the Pancho Vladigerov National Academy of Music, studying with Prof. Dimo Dimov, during which
time he also engaged in various concert performances, seminars and teaching assignments on contemporary classical music. After earning his Master’s Degree from the National Music Academy, Hristo
received a scholarship to the Music Academy in Fontainebleau. In France, he participated in master classes with various acclaimed musicians, including Philippe Entremont and Philippe Bianconi. His concert tours
have taken him throughout Switzerland, Japan, New Zealand, Thailand, England and Bulgaria. In May 2013, the American Magazine Fanfare recognized Hristo Kazakov with J.S. Bach’s Goldberg Variations album by as one of the finest interpretations. His
recording of the Goldberg Variations is broadcasted internationally; To date, Hristo Kazakov has released three solo CD recordings – Debussy & Skrjabin, Bach - Goldberg Variations, From the Preludes - Debussy and DVD with works by Schubert, Chopin.

Piano Duo Recital: The Art of Fugue
J. S. Bach
W. A. Mozart

Die Kunst der Fuge (arr. für 2 Klaviere zu 4 Händen)
Fugue from Sonata and Fugue for 2 pianos
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ANNA KIEFER (USA)
Anna Kiefer is a music educator in San Antonio, Texas, USA. She received her Bachelor of Music degree in Music Performance (Piano) from Trinity University in San Antonio, studying piano with Carolyn True and composition with Timothy Kramer. Ms. Kiefer received her Master of Music degree
in Piano Pedagogy and Performance from the University of Texas at San Antonio, studying with
Elizabeth Gutierrez. She has won several awards and scholarships, most notably the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarship, which allowed her to study music pedagogy in a Kontaktstudium program for
one year at the Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst Stuttgart in Stuttgart, Germany, studying
with Uli Molsen. She is the founder and teacher of the Anna Kiefer Piano Studio, an independent music
studio in its fifteenth year, where she teaches piano, music theory, improvisation, and composition to children and adults. Her students have won awards at local, state, and international competitions. Ms. Kiefer is also an adjunct faculty member at Northeast Lakeview College in San Antonio, where she teaches class piano, applied piano, and music appreciation.
Additionally, she is Vice Chairman of Education for the Chamber Orchestra of San Antonio (COSA), where she is currently creating
a new educational outreach program.

Lecture: Teaching in the 21st Century: A New Philosophy
Over the past twenty years, the digital revolution has fundamentally changed how we communicate, play, and learn. The modern
piano student is born into a world where he or she can share, edit, and access information quickly and easily. Students are accustomed to personalizing everything from photos and videos to devices and profiles. This relationship with technology has affected
the students’ attitudes and expectations toward music lessons and has changed the way their creative needs must be met in the
21st century. Improvisation, composition, and online resources will help teachers modify traditional music lessons in order to fit
the changing needs of their students.
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MONICA LEE (USA)
Fullerton College (Fullerton, California)
Dr. Monica Lee holds a Doctorate of Music in Piano Performance and Pedagogy from Northwestern University. At Fullerton College in California, Miss Lee oversees the piano pedagogy certificate
and piano performance degree programs. Each semester, the piano program provides service to
approximately 400 students taking beginning to advanced piano, piano ensemble, jazz piano and
Piano Pedagogy Certificate courses. Prior to Fullerton College job, Monica taught at Northwestern
University, Concordia University in Chicago and Prince George’s Community College. As a pianist, she
performed solo and orchestral pieces throughout the United States, Korea and Russia. In September
2010, Monica presented Long Distance Piano Instruction in TEDx Fullerton and was an accompanist for
the TEDMED opening session talk in San Diego. For past fifteen years Monica has adjudicated for various
MTAC and MTNA competitions. She is an examiner for Royal Conservatory of Music Program. Monica serves as the chair of the
Annual Piano Ensemble Festival held at Fullerton College, which will celebrate its 20th anniversary in 2015.

Lecture: Beginning Piano Sight Reading Course for College Students
“Beginning Piano Sight Reading Course for College Students” will address several aspects that may help all music majors learn
and read piano music with more confidence and accuracy. The daily guided practice is designed to help prevent ineffective practice routine; improve listening skill, finger technique and eye-hand coordination. Piano sight reading class may be one of the most
valuable classes offered for music majors. For most, if not all colleges and universities, any instrumentalist majoring in music has
to learn to play the piano before he/she receives a bachelor’s degree in music. Music theory and ear training classes are other
core classes that music majors are expected to take and pass during their undergraduate studies. Many students find ear training
classes and piano classes to be challenging for them. In both classes, students are asked to read or sing at sight. “Beginning Piano
Sight Reading Course for College Students” will address several aspects that may help students increase their reading skills and
build up self-confidence about piano playing and listening skills. Repertoire: Widmung by R. Schumann arranged by F. Liszt.
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JACQUELINE LEUNG (HONG KONG)
Jacqueline Leung is one of the most active pianists in Hong Kong. Described as a player who possesses ‘musicality, intelligence and technical finesse’, recent engagements have taken her to a concerto
premiere at the Bogota International Piano Festival, solo recitals at the ‘Oscar Buenaventura’ International Piano Festival, the Costa Rica International Piano Season, London and the American Liszt
Festival as guest artist. As the second place winner of the 2010 American Protégé International Piano
and Strings Competition, her performances and interviews have been broadcast on TV and Radio
across the globe. She has collaborated with some of the world’s distinguished musicians, she lectured
and taught masterclasses at the Conservatorio del Tolima, University Juan N. Corpas, ABAC University
of Thailand and the Academy for Performing Arts, Hong Kong. She also served as a jury member at the 2nd
Thailand International Mozart Competition. Jacqueline attended the Royal Academy of Music as a scholar. Currently, Jacqueline
is the chairperson of the Royal Academy of Music HK Alumni Association and is dedicated to enhance musical exchange in Hong
Kong. She was recently elected as an Associate of the Royal Academy of Music (ARAM) in recognition of her significant contribution in the musical field.

Lecture-Recital: Chinoiserie: The Amalgamation of Cultures in solo piano music
With the rise of interest in music from the Orient beginning from the late 19th century, composers began to explore and incorporate exotic intervals and tonality in their compositions. Not only was this a trend in music, it has long been popular to incorporate
Chinese flavours in art, decorations, architecture, home objects and gardens since the 17th century. This lecture recital will feature
well known Chinese music written for solo piano, such as “Silvers Clouds Chasing the Moon” as well as music which adopt Chinese
flavours or themes by Western composers. The presenter will perform some Chinese piano works, demonstrate and discuss compositions such as Claude Debussy “Etude for the Fourths”, Cyril Scott’s “Chinese Serenade”, the “Three Chinese Pieces” by Abram
Chasins and “Scenes from a Jade Terrace” by contemporary Canadian composer Alexina Louie. It will be a fascinating exploration
of how the Orient is perceived by the Western eye, and how even original Chinese folk melodies, when transcribed for solo piano,
are tinged with Western flavours.
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WILLIAM LIPKE (USA)
Adams State University (Alamosa, Colorado)
Pianist William Lipke maintains an active schedule as a performer, composer and teacher. He has
performed with musicians of international stature such as the Ying Quartet (four different seasons)
and international opera baritone Håkan Hagegård. He has performed numerous solo recitals in the
U.S. and in Europe, including recent recitals in St. Petersburg, Russia. Appearances with orchestra
include the Liszt Concerto in A Major, which was broadcast on public radio. He has given numerous
presentations at state, national and international conventions. Lipke holds the DMA degree in piano
performance from the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music. His early teacher was a
graduate of the Royal College of Music in London and he first appeared as a concerto soloist with a youth
orchestra at the age of twelve. He studied privately with Ozan Marsh (who studied with Liszt pupil Emil von
Sauer and also had lessons with Egon Petri, Horowitz and Rachmaninoff), with Walter Hautzig, and in master class with Menahem
Pressler and chamber music with the LaSalle Quartet and Dorothy Delay. One of his students performed as a soloist with the
Honolulu Symphony.

Lecture-Recital: Liszt and Poetry: The Petrarch Sonnets
A lecture recital exploring the profound link between three sonnets of Francesco Petrarca and Franz Liszt’s settings of them as a
poet of the piano.
F. Liszt

Années de pèlerinage: Deuxième année-Italie
Sonetto 47 del Petrarca
Sonetto 104 del Petrarca
Sonetto 123 del Petrarca
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LI LIAN LOW (MALAYSIA)
Music Circle (Petaling Jaya, Selangor)
Li Lian Low began teaching applied piano and class piano as a graduate assistant while studying for
her masters in Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. During her undergraduate and graduate
years she studied with Donald Beattie, Wilfred Delphin, Sook Ryeon Park, Jervis Underwood, Edwin Romain, Eric Mandat and Michael Barta. She also played in master classes for Fernando Laires,
Stephan Moller and Robert Roux. When she returned to Malaysia, she taught applied piano, music
theory, music history, musicianship and ensemble classes at private music schools, private and public
tertiary institutions. She continued her graduate studies in string education at Vandercook College of
Music in Chicago. She obtained her Suzuki training and certification from Jane Reed, Doris Koppelmann,
Gail Lange, Gretchen Smith, Ann Smelser and Faye Adams. She currently teaches applied piano, violin, violoncello, music theory, music appreciation and ensemble classes in her own studio. She has also authored a series of books entitled Music Theory Learning Pathways from grades One through Five. She is currently working with Black Card Books on another
book entitled Music Magic: Motivate Your Child’s Lifelong Love for Music.

Lecture: Suzuki Teaching: a Whole Different World
The Suzuki Method is not just about teaching an instrument. It is a complete philosophy encompassing the many elements involved in music education. When Shinichi Suzuki focuses first on the child and later on studies, a whole different perspective of
teaching comes into play. In his book, “Nurtured by Love”, Suzuki penned his heartfelt prayer, “May every child born on this earth
become an upstanding human being, a happy individual, and a person with desirable abilities.” Character building, nurturing that
begins early and involvement of the family unit work together to bring Suzuki’s prayer closer to realization. This short presentation will compare the difference between the “traditional” way of teaching and the Suzuki Method of teaching. It is a presentation
garnered from the experience of 21 years of “traditional” teaching versus 5 years of incorporating the Suzuki philosophy into the
teaching of very young children. The Suzuki Method has been an eye opener and an amazing journey. Come and listen to the
differences in a nutshell.
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RUBÉN DARIO MARMOL (ARGENTINA)
He was born in Arequito, Argentina. He started studying music at the age of four. Graduated at the
National Conservatory of Music in Piano and Composition. He studied with A: De Raco and E. Púppulo (piano), F. Casanova (Harmony), V. Maragno (counterpoint and fugue), W. Sciamarella (composition), B. D´Astoli (orchestration). He recorded two C. D. for I.R.C.A (recording Firm from Argentina). Aa composer and Musicians he performs new pieces from: Salvador Ranieri, Bruno DÁstoli,
Anibal Ditarelli, S. Bungs, Aleman, and others. He got the following awards: from the “Cámara de
Diputados” from Santa Fe; First prime in composition, in the competition organized for “Promociones
Musicales de la Argentina”, First mention in composition in the same institution, Gold Medal for his performance as studen,t in the “I.U.N.A” (Universitary Institute for Performing Arts). His pieces: Cuarteto de
Cuerdas No. 1 and No. 2, Trío, In memoriam Anton Waldhier, Sonata for Clarinet and piano, Requiem Brevis, Opus and Tangos (for
piano), were perform by musicians from the Colón Theatre of Buenos Aires (Argentina).

Lecture-Recital: Composer’s Profile
R. D. Marmol:

Tangos
Variation on an E. Grieg Theme
Sonata for clarinet and piano
Amalia Del Giúdice, clarinet
Rubén D. Mármol, piano
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MANUEL MATARRITA (COSTA RICA)
University of Costa Rica (San José)
A native of Costa Rica, Dr. Manuel Matarrita was the winner of the prestigious National Music Award in his country
in 2012. He has appeared as a soloist and accompanist in the most important venues of Costa Rica. He has also
performed in countries such as Spain, Nicaragua, Guatemala, El Salvador, Perú, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba and the
United States. He has recently released his cd recording entitled “Una milpa y buenos güeyes”, featuring piano
music by Costa Rican composers. He performed the world premiere of Jerry Sieg´s “Toccata for Piano and Strings”
and the first recording of Colombian composer Luis Carlos Figueroa´s “Concerto for Piano and Orchestra” to be released in July 2014. Since 2008, Dr. Matarrita has been one of the official pianists of the International Voice Competition “Ciudad de Trujillo” in Perú. Upcoming events include the performance of the world premiere of Costa Rican composer Sergio Delgado´s “Fantasia Concertante” with the UCR Orchestra, as well as works by Mozart and Beethoven with
the American Philharmonic Sonoma (Santa Rosa, California). He holds degrees in Piano Performance from The University of
Costa
Rica, The University of New Orleans, and Louisiana State University. He is a Professor of Piano at the University of Costa Rica, currently serving as
the Director of the School of Music. Matarrita is also a member of board of directors of the María Clara Cullell International Piano Competition.

Piano Recital: Romantic Expression in Latin American Piano Music
A. B.Mangoré/C. Payés

La catedral

H. V. Lobos

Ciclo Brasileiro
No. 2 Impressoes seresteiras

I. Cervantes

Serenata cubana

M. M. Ponce

Intermezzo in E minor

P. H. Allende

Dos tonadas de carácter popular chileno, No. 5, No. 7

J. Fonseca

Leda (Vals Intemezzo)
Rayo de Sol (Pasillo)

Piano Master Class
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KOSTA MILANOVIC (SERBIA)
Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)
Kosta Milanović was born in Belgrade in 1996. He started to play the piano at the age of six and is now a third
grade student at the Isidor Bajić Secondary Music School in Novi Sad with Professor Aleksandar Rašković.
He acquired basic musical knowledge at the same school and with the same professor. During his studies, he
achieved numerous significant results, including specifically the First Prize at the National Piano Competitions
in Belgrade in 2007 and 2011, First Prize at the „Josif Marinković Young Pianist Competitions“ in Zrenjanin in
2006 and 2009, First Prize at the „Davorin Jenko“ International Piano Competition in Belgrade and „Mihailo Vukdragović International Piano Competition“ in Šabac in 2007, as well as the Third Prize at this year’s „Petar Konjović“ International Piano Competition. In 2011, he was selected to the list for special watch by the expert commission
comprising Professors Nevena Popović, Biljana Gorunović and Nikola Rackov within the Festival of Music Talents in
Sremski Karlovci. He attended piano master classes with Kemal Gekić (Academy of Arts, Novi Sad, November 2013) and
Yuri Kot (AD LIBITUM Music Centre, Kragujevac, January 2014), as well as extrainstitutionally with Professor Svetlana Bogino, a reputed artist of
the Russian Federation. He also mastered his piano attending the lectures given by Professors Veljko Glodić (Academy of Arts, Zagreb), Carina
Jolly (University of Arts, Zurich) and Herbert Koch (EPTA Germany) within the 4th World Pianist Conference held in Novi Sad in 2012. He gave his
first piano recital at the Novi Sad Synagogue within the 3rd World Pianist Conference in 2011. In May 2014, he gave a piano recital in the Grand
Hall of the Student Cultural Centre in Belgrade.

Piano Recital – Young Concert Platform
D. Scarlatti

Sonata in H Minor, K 377

E. Grieg

Sonata in E Minor, Op. 7
Allegro moderato
Andante molto
Alla Menuetto
Molto Allegro

J. Brahms
S. Prokofiev

Intermezzo in A Major, Op. 118 No. 2
Ballade in G Minor, Op. 118 No. 3
Sonata No. 1 in F Minor, Op. 1
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TOSHIKAZU MIZUNUMA (JAPAN)
Toshikazu Mizunuma was born in 1976. He started playing piano at the age of 8 and has been studying composition since the age of 9. He finished musicology as a part of music high school and graduated at the
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. So far, he has won many prizes in Japan. At present he focuses on both of his interests, piano and composition. He has been giving numerous recitals in Japan which
include broad repertoire from baroque to contemporary music. He has also performed as an ensemble pianist too, and costarred with a lot of domestic artists. He has attended the master class of Brazilian pianist
and baritone singer Calmo Balboza in Tokyo. He passed the formal pianist audition of New York opera casting,
given by composer Hosokawa Toshio, and his performance was reported on the NHK radio in Japan and was also
introduces by other press agencies (NHK Television, Japan Times, Chopin Magazine etc.). In recent years he played in
many countries including Italy Spain, France, Germany, Poland, Turkey, Mexico etc. and many well-known pianists and musicians praised
his performances. He published a CD in 2013. At present, he is a member of Japan federation of musicians.

Piano Recital
W. A. Mozart

F. Chopin
R. Schumann
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Sonata No. 4 in E-flat Major KV 282
Adagio
Menuetto I
Menuetto II
Allegro
Berceuse in D-flat Major Op. 57
Kreisleriana Op. 16

MARKO MOLNAR (SERBIA)
Mozarteum University (Salzburg, Austria)
Marko Molnar was born on 27th of January in 1992 in town called Sombor in Serbia. He started playing piano at the age of 8. He has finished the elementary music school in Sombor in the class of
Prof. Milena Balog and music high school in Novi Sad, with chief of the piano department, Prof. Vera
Hofman - Momčilović. During his music education he had a lot of success at many competitions:
International competition “Zlatko Grgosević”, Zagreb, 2008 (II prize), National piano competition
Serbia, 2009 (II prize) and International piano competition “Wendl and Lung” Vienna, 2011 (II prize).
Marko has attended many master classes: “Wiener Musikseminar” whit Prof. Bernard Parz - Univeristy
Vienna, during “EPTA” und “WPTA” in Novi Sad he did numerous classes with Prof. Dorian Leljak - University Novi Sad/Royal Colleague, Prof. David Westfall - University Hartford - America, Prof. Snezana Panovska
– Malaysia, and many others. After his high school music education which he finished whit perfect grades he went to improve his
playing and knowledge at Mozarteum University of Salzburg. At Mozarteum he took a master class whit Prof. Arkadi Zenziper
from Dresden and Prof. Marta Gulyas from Budapest. Since 2012 he has been studying with Prof. Cordelia Höfer - Teutsch.

Piano Recital
J. S. Bach
S. Rachmaninoff
L. van Beethoven

S. Rachmaninoff

Prelude and Fugue in B-flat Minor, BWV 867, WTK I
Musical Moments Op. 16 No. 1, No. 6
Sonata No. 21 in C Major, Op. 53
Allegro con brio
Introduzione: Adagio molto
Rondo: Allegretto moderato – Prestissimo
Musical Moment Op. 16 No. 4
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ŁUKASZ NIEMANCEWICZ (POLAND)
Ignacy Jan Paderewski’s School of Music (Bialystok)
Łukasz Niemancewicz started his musical experience at the age of 7 when he started to attend Public Primary School of Music in Białystok under the supervision of Mrs. Bożena Giedź, which he finished with distinction, then passed the High School of Music in Białystok entrance exams, which school he will graduate
in 2015 majoring in the class of Mr. Leszek Kot (piano solo) and Mr. Stefan Maciej Krassowski (chamber
music). While leading a piano career, Łukasz finished his baccalaureate in May, 2014 majoring in Chemistry,
Mathematics and English language. Łukasz is a laureate of some prestigious awards, including the Laureate
prize and the Special Award during the XXI International Chopin Festival in Mazovia (November, 2013) and a
distinction during 4th International Piano Competition in Augustów (April, 2014), he has performed in many Polish cities including Białystok, Wrocław, Warsaw, Suwałki as a soloist, accompanist and in the piano duo or trio. He had
his concerto debut during the XVII festival “Holiday with Music” (2012) in the Beskids Mountains with the festival orchestra lead by Maestro
Bernard Le Monnier, performing Mozart’s Piano Concerto in A Major, KV 414. He took lessons from prime Polish and foreign pianists, as Andrzej Jasiński, Katarzyna Popowa-Zydroń, Wojciech Świtała, Irina Rumiancewa-Dąbrowski, Tadeusz Chmielewski, Monika Sikorska-Wojtacha, Bronisława Kawalla, Barbara Halska, Francine Kay and many others. Despite being a pianist he is engaged in the international politics
in the organization of European Youth Parliament.

Young Concert Platform - Special WPTA Award
D. Scarlatti
F. Chopin
S. Rachmaninoff
F. Chopin
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Sonata in A Major, K 208
Sonata E Minor, K 98
Nocturne in F-Sharp Major Op. 15 No. 2
Scherzo in B-Flat Minor Op. 31
Prelude in B Minor Op. 32 No. 10
Bolero Op. 19

ADAM POSSENER (UK)
Adam made his debut as a pianist aged 9 at the Royal Festival Hall playing alongside world famous
pianist Lang Lang. Now 13, he studies Piano and Composition at Aldeburgh Young Musicians, home
of Benjamin Britten and the Snape Maltings Concert Hall. Here he spends intensive courses working
with professional artists and like-minded musicians. He has performed extensively as a soloist and is
releasing an album next month, and all the proceeds raised will go to charity. As well as Piano, Adam
also plays Violin and Viola, and regularly plays with both regional and national orchestra’s. In its spring
residency, Adam was awarded principle viola at the National Children’s Orchestra of Great Britain and
he is looking forward to playing with them at Leeds Town Hall in the summer and at the Royal Festival
Hall in the winter. Adam studies piano under Christopher Green-Armytage. He is taking up a music exhibition
at Eton College in September 2014.

Piano Recital – Young Concert Platform
J. S. Bach

Partita No. 5 in G Major, BWV 829
I Preambulum

L. van Beethoven

Sonata No. 10 in G Major, Op. 14, No. 2
Allegro
Andante
Scherzo. Allegro assai

F. Chopin

Nocturne in E-Flat Major Op. 9 No. 2

F. Chopin

Fantaisie-impromptu in C-Sharp Minor Op. posth. 66

G. Grovlez

L’almanach aux images
No. 3 La Sarabande

D. Shostakovich

Prelude and Fugue No. 4 in E Minor, Op. 87

S. Rachmaninoff

Prelude No. 5 in G Major, Op. 32
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MILOŠ NOVCIC (SERBIA)
Faculty of Philology and Arts (Kragujevac)
Miloš Novčić was born 1993 in Kragujevac, Srbia. He finished both Elementary Music School and
Secondary Music School in Kragujevac with Prof. Violeta Vasiljević. He has won eleven first prizes on
the various competitions held in Belgrade, Kragujevac, Niš, Zaječar and Šabac. As one of the best
and most successful students, he represented his Musical School and hometown Kragujevac in Brno
(Czech Republic) at the “Days of Culture of Kragujevac”. He held several successful solo concerts in
Ceremonial Hall of the First Grammar School in Kragujevac, he has appeared in the Ilija Kolarac Foundation Hall, Gallery of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts (SANU) in the gallery of the Cultural
Center of Belgrade. He appeared as a Laureate at the opening of International Competition “Petar Konjović” in Belgrade. He attended seminars held by Professor Jurij Kot (Ukraine) and Nina Makarova (Russia).
Currently Miloš Novčić is a first year student at the Faculty of Philology and Arts in Kragujevac in the class of Prof. Natalija Tomić.

Piano Recital
E. Grieg

F. Liszt
S. Rachmaninoff
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Piano Sonata Op. 7
Allegro
Andante molto
Alla menueto
Finale
Etude de concert No. 2 in F Minor
Prelude in B-Flat Major, Op. 23 No. 2

NENAD RADIC (SERBIA)
Faculty of Musical Art, University of Arts (Belgrade)
Nenad Radić was born in 1968. He earned his Master’s degree (Prof. Dimitrijević-Stošić), and Doctor of Arts degree (Prof. Živkovic) at the
University of Arts, FMU Belgrade. He worked with A. Nasedkin, E. Tatulian, M. Voskresensky and V. Piasecky. Nenad Radić has won several
first prizes at national competitions and a third prize at the First international contents “Dunav-Donau-Danube” - Novi Sad. He has been
working as a professor of piano at the University of Arts, FMU Belgrade since 1999. He held over 50 recitals in all major halls and cities of
Serbia. Particularly remarkable - four concerts in the Grand Kolarac Hall, very demanding programs, excellent critics, broadcasted several
times and permanently recorded in the archive of Radio Belgrade. Recitals at the “Peterborough Festival” (UK, 2009) and “Tri-Cities Opera
Center” (Binghamton, USA, 2010). Unique chamber duo: piano-organ, with organist Maja Smiljanić-Radić attracted huge public attention
during the concert tour in North America in 2010 (New York – Binghamton and East Hampton; Toronto, Indianapolis, Dallas, Los Angeles).
Also made numerous piano-lectures: Kolarac (six-lecture cycle 2002), Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial, 2002 and YALE SMN, 2004. For the Third
Program of the Radio-Belgrade he recorded a unique 12-hour program cycle “Towards the Ideal of Tone Account”. “Poetics of Sonata Op. 111, L.
van Beethoven” was released on CD by PGP RTS (2004), as the first released music-tone record in the rich history of the Third Program.

Lecture: “Surpassing the Limits of Piano Sound” Searching an ideal tone image in Beethoven’s
Diabelli Variatons Op. 120 and Schubert’s B flat major Sonata D 960
The title symbolizes tremendous influence of two “farewell” piano pieces of Beethoven and Schubert on the evolution of pianism and creating a better, more just and more humane society with high moral values - something Europe has always strived for. New “reading” of piano testaments of Beethoven and Shubert today, in consumer society, technological and informational era of unstoppable velocity, is a true challenge, for both performer and listener. Searching for the ways of surpassing the limits of piano “percussion”
sound, Beethoven and Schubert initiated extraordinary expansion of pianism expecting from a pianist to be an actor, ballet dancer, singer, conductor, director, architect, sculptor,
painter, philosopher, mathematician, poet, writer and narrator. “Play” is the most natural method of expression and the most significant element in a child’s development. Wittily
playing with Diabeli’s waltz, Beethoven creates apotheosis of Play/Dance and Humor, and only Dance has the power of greatest possible happiness by which Schubert completes
its last sonata. Beethoven and Schubert revealed it using different methods in these pieces, leaving this revelation as their final message. Play/Dance, humor, humanity and nature
will always “conquer” death.

Piano Recital: Class of Professor Nenad Radić, Works of Chopin
Preludes, Op. 28 No. 1 – No. 12
Etudes Op. 10 No. 5 & Op. 25 No. 11, Polonaise Op. 53
Fantasie Op. 49, Etude Op. 25 No. 12
Sonata Op. 35

Katarina Anđelković
Nikola Vidojević
Momčilo Radojević
Anđelo Janjić
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LUIS RAMIREZ (MEXICO/CANADA)
Brandon University (Brandon, Manitoba)
Originally from Aguascalientes, Mexico, Luis Ramirez started playing piano when he was six. Since
then he has played in most of the venues of the city as soloist or accompanist, though he is also
passionate about chamber music. His main instructors have been Alain del Real, Megumi Masaki
and Alexander Tselyakov. He has received masterclasses from renowned piano teachers such as Alexander Pashkov, Marta Renart, Georgy Tchaidze, Jane Coop, and James Anagnoson. His Bachelor
studies started in the Autonomous University of Aguascalientes, but in 2012 he won a full scholarship
for two consecutive years to study at Brandon University in Canada. This year, at the age of 21, he
graduated with honours obtaining his Bachelor in Music degree, studying piano performance with Alexander Tselyakov. He also studies composition with Patrick Carrabré and teaches at the Eckhardt-Grammaté
Conservatory. In 2013 and 2014 Luis entered the Brandon Arts Festival and the Manitoba Provincial Festival, where he received
seven 1st Place certificates, five main scholarships, and the Western Manitoba Tudor Bowl for his outstanding talent. He was a
guest artist in the Centric New Music Festival in Lethbridge, AB, and in July he will be actively performing in the Casalmaggiore
Festival in Italy.

Lecture-Recital: The five styles of Sergei Prokofiev’s music
Sergei Prokofiev, in his autobiography, divides his musical output in five distinctive approaches. He classifies them as classical,
lyrical, toccata, modern, and grotesque. By understanding each one of these styles individually, one can appreciate and absorb
much easier the details in his compositions. In my research as a pianist and as an avid listener of his music, I have found strong
and specific examples in his piano works that depict very succinctly each of these styles individually, and in combination with
others. The main objective of this Lecture-Recital is to offer a wider view of the principal characteristics in the music of Prokofiev, specifically the music for piano, in order to develop an interest towards his unique language and expose the audience to his
compositional techniques. His music is surprisingly often described as “percussive”, but nevertheless it is seldom understood. By
explaining these five styles the listener will be capable of conceiving his music in a much clearer way, and it will become easier to
make sense of it as a whole. Hopefully this lecture will provide not only an approach to the understanding of Prokofiev’s music,
but also an insightful experience for pianists to connect deeply with their music.
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LILIA SALSANO (ARGENTINA)
Lilia Salsano (Argentina) is one of the young outstanding international pianists from Latin America. She frequently performs at prestigious world Festivals such as “Festival Martha Argerich”, “Notte Argentina” (Italy), “International Festival of Classical Music -Por los Caminos del Vino” (Argentina), among others. During
2013, invited by the “Boston University” (USA), she performed recitals in the USA. The recital called: “A
Journey Through Latin America”, sponsored by “Steinway & Sons” and “Steinert & Sons”, presented works
by Latin American authors, special featuring Peruvian born and Boston resident composer: Marco Flores-Villanueva. As a result of her outstanding performance, the label “Triton Music Services” has decided to produce
the CD/DVD “A night at the Tsai Performance Centre” and make the USA release next year. Lilia has upcoming
presentations in Argentina, Spain, Italy, Luxembourg, Belgium, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. She has a varied repertoire that includes not only western composers but also Latin American composers, making several world premieres. She has won national
(Argentina) and international piano competitions. She graduated at Universidad Nacional del Litoral. Salsano is a faculty member at the
Liceo Municipal “Antonio Fuentes del Arco” de Santa Fe.

Piano Recital: Tangos and other Argentinian works
C. Guastavino

F. Chopin
J. E. Molina
M. A. Flores-Villanueva

Sonata for piano
Allegretto Intimo
Scherzo - Molto Vivace
Recitativo – Lento
Fuga y Final. Allegro
Scherzo No. 4 in E Major, Op. 54
Arolas Tango
Tangada for the left hand
Three Tangos
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NEVENA SOVTIC (SERBIA)
Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)
Born and raised in Novi Sad, Serbia. Nevena Sovtić finished primary and secondary music education in Music School
“Isidor Bajić” in Novi Sad. Besides music education, she finished “Svetozar Marković” High School as a Valedictorian.
She gained the Master degree in piano in 2011 at the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad with honors for the highest grade
average. She finished the first two cycles of education in the class of professor Tanja Bjelanović and academic education in the class of professor Iris Kobal. During her education she won multiple prestige scholarships reserved for the
best students. She has been employed as a piano accompanist in Music School “Isidor Bajić” since 2009. Nevena has
recorded and performed several piano compositions by Nemanja Sovtić and holds exclusive rights for performing his
piano works. Besides professional pianistic and accompanying engagement, she has illustrated several books of poetry
and educational picture books.

Interpretative diversities based on a question about existence of the variational principle
in Schumann’s Kinderscenen, Op. 15
Schumann’s piano music shows one of the strongest artistic expressions. Creative impulses shown throughout his music are directly predisposed by
literature and his love towards Klara Wick. Those two sources of inspiration are often combined, complementing each other and giving us strong
imaginative structural background. Even though his works are determinated by sensitive lyricism, Schumann’s composing methods are everything but
intuitive. His methods are rational and steady, with great attention to formal solutions. It is undoubtable that the concept of a piano miniature was the
best way for him to express his own lyrical nature. He was able to frame and complete all of his eruptive emotions through the form of miniature. Those
small piano pieces are conjoint into bigger entireties with strong dramaturgic structure based on a dualism of emotional states and temper. The two
main principles Schumann uses in his cycles of miniatures are the monothematical and the variational principle. The variational principle is incorporated in different ways in almost every genre of his piano music. In some, the variational technique is dominant and Schumann named those compositions
“Variations”, but in the others, it is only one of the ways of structural and formal building of the music flow. Kinderscenen, Op. 15 is collection of 13 short
pieces which are imaginatively titled and unusually constructed. It is a cycle of character pieces in which the variational principle is all-pervading but
not dominant. Direct thematical, formal and tonal links are not easily visible and hearable, but it is unquestionable that Schumann’s specific type of the
variational principle is present in Scenes from Childhood. It is important for a pianist, when one is making an interpretative base, to analyse the work
and then choose the conception of performance, whether one’s assuming the existance of “thematic wholeness” carried out through the variational
principle, or defining this work as a set of individual pieces emphasizing the contrasts. The way of establishing balance between the composer’s idea of
work by anticipating its continuality on one hand and its independant character of every piece individualy on the other, is up to each pianist.
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NIKOLA STOJKOVIC (SERBIA)
Faculty of Philology and Arts (Kragujevac)
Nikola was born in 1993 in Zaječar, Serbia. He finished his elementary music education Мusic School “Stevan
Stojanović Mokranjac” in Zaječar with prof. Mirjana Jotić. He enrolled Secondary Music School “Dr Miloje
Milojević” in Kragujevac, which he finished in 2012. in the class of Prof. Jovana Radovanović. During his music education he recived many awards at republic and also international competitions in which are singled
out: Laureate and First prize at Republic competition in Belgrade in 2009 and 2011, Second prize at International competition “Memorial of 125 years from Heinrich Neuhauses birth” wich was held in Korovohrad,
Ukraine in 2013. As one of the best and most successful students, he represented his Music school and city of
Kragujevac in Brno (Czech Republic) at the “Days of Culture of Kragujevac”. He held a several successful concerts
as a solo pianist and as a member of chamber ansembles. He attended master classes held by Prof. Jurij Kot (Ukraine)
and Tamara Poddubnaya (USA/Russia). In july and august of 2013. He was one of Serbian composer Isidora Žebeljan’s students who recorded her compositions in july and august in 2013, in cooperation with Prof. Borislav Čičovčki. Currently Nikola Stojković, is a second year
student at the Faculty of Philology and Arts in Kragujevac in the class of Prof. Natalija Tomić.

Piano Recital
J. S. Bach/F. Liszt
F. Liszt
S. Prokofiev

Fantasy and Fugue in G Minor
Funerailles
(Harmonies poetiques et religieuses No. 7 )
Scherzo and March
(The Love for Three Oranges, Op. 33)
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DAVID WESTFALL (USA)
Hartt School of Music, University of Hartford (Hartford, Connecticut)
MTNA, WPTA
David Westfall maintains an active career as concert pianist, collaborative artist, and teacher. He has concertized and given master classes throughout the United States, Canada, Spain, Brazil, Germany and Serbia. He has performed with internationally acclaimed string quartets such as the “Jupiter”, “Colorado”, “Chiara”, and “American”. He has presented at the Music Teachers National Association and World Pedagogy
Conference, and will return again this summer for a two-week residency at the Three Bridges Chamber Music
Festival at the University of Minnesota. He has given master classes at the Royal Conservatory in Toronto, the
Royal College in London, and Mannheim University of Music and the Performing Arts, and University of Texas. He
also tours South Korea annually. He has served on the Fulbright Scholarship Screening Committee, and was a juror for
the 6th Isidor Bajic Piano Memorial Competition. Dr. Westfall is a graduate of Indiana University, Texas Christian University and the Juilliard
School of Music. He is Associate Professor of Piano at The Hartt School, where he is currently Director of the Instrumental Studies Division.

Piano Master Class
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DALE WHEELER (CANADA)
Red Deer College (Red Deer, Alberta)
Dale Wheeler is a member of the music faculty at Red Deer College in Alberta, Canada and also serves as
Chair of the Performing Arts Department. He holds the doctorate in piano performance and pedagogy
from the University of Oklahoma as well as degrees from the University of Saskatchewan and Trinity College of Music, London. Dr. Wheeler has appeared as a recitalist, accompanist, adjudicator, and workshop
clinician from coast to coast in Canada and in various parts of the U.S. This visit to Novi Sad marks his
second appearance as a WPC presenter. Dale is a senior examiner, clinician and consultant for the Royal Conservatory of Music. For a number of years Dale was a regular columnist for Clavier magazine and has had articles
published in the CFMTA Journal, American Music Teacher, and The Journal of the American Liszt Society. When not
making music his interests include summit scrambling in the Canadian Rockies, wakesurfing and water skiing, classic cars, and collecting vintage piano recordings. He and his wife have twin thirteen year old sons.

Lectures: Franz Liszt’s Solo Piano Music from his Roman Period, 1862 - 1868
Franz Liszt’s Roman sojourn, the years from 1862 to 1868, continues to be one of the least understood portions of his life. While
important biographical details from these pivotal years are gradually emerging – his forestalled marriage to Princess Carolyne
von Sayn-Wittgenstein, his taking of minor orders in the Catholic Church, and his decision to return to Weimar – much of Liszt’s
corresponding musical output remains unexplored, unplayed, and unappreciated. The solo piano pieces from this period are
many and varied. Some of the works, particularly those written during the first few years, are well known – the Legends, the
Spanish Rhapsody, and the Waldesrauschen and Gnomenreignen etudes. Others, such as La Notte, Ave maris stella, and the
Gounod Hymne à Sainte Cécile transcription are virtually unknown. Works like the Beethoven symphony transcriptions are of
massive proportions; others comprise only a page or two and are of the simplest means. Almost every pianistic genre in which
Liszt composed – character piece, etude, abstract composition, variation, cyclical set, nationalistic work, religious piece, and
transcription – is represented in his Roman output. This presentation/demonstration will explore historical and stylistic interrelationships between the works and clarify the position of Liszt’s Roman repertoire relative to his overall creative activity.
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MATTHEW WO OD (USA)
Matthew Wood is currently pursuing a Master of Music degree in piano performance at the University of
New Orleans, where he studies with Dr. Robin Williams (DMA, Eastman School of Music). He graduated
“cum laude” from the University of West Florida in 2011 with a Bachelor of Music degree in piano performance, where he studied with Dr. Hedi Salanki-Rubardt (DMA, The Julliard School). This spring, he performed the Schumann piano concerto with the New Orleans Volunteer Orchestra, and has presented piano
recitals in 16 of the United States. Matthew typically presents 2-3 full recitals per year. Matthew is currently on
the music faculty at NOCCA (New Orleans Center for the Creative Arts) and also serves as music director of St.
Paul Lutheran Church and School, a 175-year-old institution in New Orleans. He has previously studied with Daisy
DeLucca-Jaffe, Pitagoras Goncalves, Daniel Nagy, and Chad Twedt.

Piano Recital
L. van Beethoven

F. Liszt
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Sonata No. 31 in A-Flat Major, Op. 110
Moderato cantabile molto espressivo
Allegro molto
Adagio ma non troppo - Fuga
Funerailles

SO OHYUN YUN (KOREA/USA)
Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA)
Pianist, SoohyunYun, born in Korea, has explored solo and chamber music from baroque to contemporary and performed in venues throughout Germany, Korea and the US. New York Concert Review said “Yun unleashed much
passion and color along the way…” at her solo debut recital at Carnegie Weill Recital Hall, NY in 2008. Again, Yun
was invited to perform at the same hall in 2009 upon her winning First Prize of American Protégé International Piano Competition. Yun received DMA and MM in Piano Performance, and MM in Piano Pedagogy from University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and BM from Yonsei University, Korea. Yun extended her summer studies at Mannes
School, NY and at Hochschule “Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy” in Leipzig, Germany.Yun’s influential teachers include Ian
Hobson, Reid Alexander and Myung-Won Shin. As an educator, clinician and adjudicator, Yun has been actively involved
in local MTNA chapters while she has taught in venues including University of Idaho at Moscow, Millikin University in Decatur,
IL and Piano Laboratory Program in University of Illinois. Since 2010,Yun has served as Piano Area Coordinator at Kennesaw State
University where she teaches class piano, piano literature and pedagogy, accompanying classes, small chamber groups and applied piano.

Lectures: Pedal or No Pedal? – Strategies Leading to the Successful Performance of
Piano Music from the Classical Period
In the first movement of Beethoven’s piano sonata, Op. 27, No. 2 (Moonlight), the composer indicates, “This whole piece ought to be played with
the utmost delicacy and without damper(s).” We can imagine that Beethoven’s direction for pedaling might create excessive blurring of harmonies
on modern instruments. Considering the significance of Beethoven’s markings, must we strictly follow the composer’s indications? Or do we have
to ignore such pedal indications because they seem not to work on modern instruments? Since Cristofori’s invention of the pianoforte around 1700,
the keyboard has seen improvements for over two centuries. The Moonlight sonata reveals how composers and performers of the time explored the
emerging instrument. By experimenting with the instrument’s sound effects, and understanding composers’ pedal markings, we can successfully
transform piano music written in the Classical period to a modern performance. Through several musical examples, I address issues of pedaling piano
music from the Classical period by introducing early pedal devices with interesting video clips and examining several examples of fascinating pedal
markings on facsimiles of printed music by composers such as Clementi, Haydn, and Czerny.This session will provide for teachers and students a broad
overview of solutions about how to pedal piano music from the Classical period.
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WORLD PIANO TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

WPTA Goodwill Ambassador for Classical Music
conferred on

ALICE HERZ-SOMMER
In recognition of her outstanding contribution to humanity,
in recognition of her extraordinary life and survival of the holocaust against all the odds,
in recognition of her super-centenarian spirit and resilience,
in recognition of her “even bad is beautiful” philosophy in life.
4th December 2013

Dr Dorian Leljak, President
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6 TH WOR LD P IANO CONFEREN CE

AL IC E H ERZ-SOM M E R ( 1 9 03-201 4 )
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In Memoriam
Alice Herz-Sommer (1903 – 2014)
The world’s oldest pianist who survived the Holocaust
The world’s oldest Holocaust survivor, and the oldest
pianist, Alice Herz–Sommer died at the age of 110 in London.
In spite of the difficult days spent between the walls of the concentration camp in Theresienstadt, and the loss of her mother,
husband, and closest friends who perished in Auschwitz during
the Second World War, Alice continued to fight on through her
entire lifetime. Music was her foothold, her driving force, and
her rescuer, as she claimed: “Music saved my life and Music
saves me still!” The sprightly and optimistic spirit of this unusual pianist, who bore witness to the brutality of war, human
suffering, and possibly the hardest and the most tormenting
moments in human history, never left her. Quite the opposite.
Her strong will and desire for life, for raising her son, for music,
and for education helped Alice live through the most painful
and the most beautiful moments of more than one century.
Alice Herz–Sommer was born into a Jewish German-speaking family in Prague on November 26, 1903. Since
her childhood she was surrounded by people who nurtured respect for artists, admired great minds, writers and musicians.
She grew to know the magical world of art through her mother,
Sofie, whose circle of friends and acquaintances included intellectuals like Gustav Mahler, Rainer Maria Rilke, Thomas Mann,
and Franz Kafka, thus creating an opportunity for Alice to discover “first hand” what stood “behind” a piece of art.
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“And it’s from music that Alice derives her supreme optimism. As she’s so fond
of saying; ̒I have lived through many wars and have lost everything many
times – including my husband, my mother and my beloved son. Yet, life is
beautiful, and I have so much to learn and enjoy. I have no space nor time for
pessimism and hate’.”

A great music lover and erudite, Sofie influenced the future career choice of her daughter, though her acquaintanceship
with Mahler may have played an even more significant role. Two days before her fourth birthday, Alice embarked on a train together with her mother to attend the performance in Vienna of Mahler's Second Symphony, under the baton of the composer
himself. After the concert, the four-year old girl was honoured by a conversation with Gustav Mahler, afterwards expressing a
desire to one day stand on the music stage herself.
A common visitor in Alice's home, and a frequent guest on Sunday lunches, was Franz Kafka. In this pleasant atmosphere, surrounded by members of the Herz family, Kafka would talk for hours about the novel he was writing at the time, inspired by the attention of his interlocutors, among whom was the future pianist.
In the years preceding the Second World War, Alice was devoted to her career. After passing an audition with Professor
Artur Schnabel, Alice firmly believed in her success. She occasionally performed as a soloist with the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra and gave recitals in central Europe, earning praise in critiques regularly published in the German newspaper Prager Tagblatt,
written by Max Brod, Kafka's friend and biographer.
In addition to an accomplished career as a pianist, Alice had a successful marriage with an amateur violinist, Leopold
Sommer, who she had married in 1931. A few years afterwards, little Raphaël, later to become the main motif of Alice's battle
for life, came into the world. Alice continuously practiced and gave lessons to her students, while evenings were reserved for attending concerts together with her husband or playing music at home. The life she knew, however, was soon to disappear. What
followed was “The dance under the gallows.”
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In 1943, Alice was deported together with her husband and six-year old son to Theresienstadt, where they were
forced to live separately. An entire year went by filled with Leopold's attempts to see Alice and their son, to smuggle a piece
of bread for them or whisper a few warm words. After those
few months, their eyes met for the last time when Leopold was
boarding a train to Auschwitz.
Unlike in other concentration camps, in Theresienstadt
it was occasionally possible to depict traces of normal life. Even
though the prisoners experienced horrors, poverty, and humiliation, musicians could play, actors could perform in theatre
shows, writers could write, and teachers could teach. Yet, this
false image of “good” treatment of Jewish prisoners by German
soldiers, created for the needs of Nazi propaganda, offered the
only respite to the artist-prisoners, persecuted by fear and uncertainty, enabling them to forget for a moment where they actually were. What the Nazis did not realize at the time was that
those concerts were the decisive factor in making it possible for
both the performers and their audience to survive. Alice gave
over one hundred concerts, and managed to teach piano lessons
to the children-prisoners, providing the kids an experience of
childhood as a happy time, if for a moment only: “As our situation became more difficult, we tried even harder to reach for
perfection, for the meaning in the music. Music was our way of
remembering our inner selves, our values.”
After the liberation of Prague in 1945, and her futile attempts to find and regain the life she once had, of which nothing
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was left, Alice decided to make a new start in Jerusalem. Devoted to her son, his education and the perfecting of his cello
playing skills, occupied by the study of Hebrew, passionately
involved with her teaching occupation at the Music Academy in
the city in which she lived, inspired by the work of her students,
and perpetually dedicated to piano practice, she succeeded in
finding her peace.
In order to be closer to her son and his family, Alice
eventually emigrated to London at the age of 83, where she
has lived ever since. Unfortunately, her son, the cellist Raphaël Sommer, died suddenly while on tour with the Salomon
Trio, after a concert in Israel. Even though such moments are
the hardest one can face in the life of a mother, Alice did not
give up: “He had a beautiful last day. I am thankful that his last
memories were of the music.”
Alice Herz-Sommer was giving piano lessons until recently, and she herself attended lectures in history and philosophy at the University of the Third Age up to the age of 104.
Grateful for every new experience, and insight she gained, Alice
spent the last days of her life in her small apartment in London,
always surrounded by friends, laughter, and music. The oldest
Holocaust survivor and pianist died on February 23rd this year.
Memories of such an unusual and extraordinary woman as Alice Herz-Sommer was will never fade away, the life lesson she left behind to remain as an example of the highest and
most noble order for all of us to follow.
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RAMEAU REMEMBERED

Jean Philippe Rameau
250 years since the composer's death
Basic information

Born: September 25, 1683, Dijon, France
Died: September 12, 1764, Paris, France
Occupation: composer, harpsichordist, organist, violinist, music theoretician
Stylistic features: Baroque
Treatise: ”Treaté de l’Harmonie”, 1722
Most significant works: the lyric tragedy “Hippolyte et Aricie”,
the opera-ballet “Les Indes galantes”, the ballet “Pygmalion”,
the lyric tragedy “Les boréades”

Jean Philippe Rameau was one of the leading French theoreticians and composers of his time. Born in Dijon, two years before
Händel, Bach, and Scarlatti, he spent the early stage of his career as an organist at the Clermont cathedral. In 1722, he moved
to Paris, where his famous Treaté de l’Harmonie was published as well as was a collection of pieces for harpsichord v(Pièces de
clavecin en concerts). After 1733, he primarily dedicated his time to opera writing and music theory, living under the patronage of
a rich music amateur. Even while he strived to enrich dramatic expression through the original usage of harmonies, he still continued to write in the tradition of J. B. Lully to a certain extent. His first opera was the lyric tragedy Hippolyte et Aricie, performed
in 1733. In addition to stage music, opera-ballets, lyric comedies and dramas, Jean Philippe Rameau composed cantatas and
mottets, as well as numerous pieces for harpsichord.
Paris, 1724:
“Perfection of touch results from proper finger action. Any ability can be acquired by simple mechanical practice, cleverly done. The
ability to walk or run derives from the flexibility of the knee-joint; the ability to play the harpsichord from the flexibility of the fingers
at their roots.”
“When you practise trills, lift the fingers alternately as high as possible, but the more advanced in training, the less you need this
lifting and finally it is transformed into an easy and rapid action.”
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Isidor Bajic ( 1878 - 1915)
Isidor Bajić was born on August 16, 1878 in Kula, a small town in Bačka, not far from Novi Sad. His name is associated with
the image of a versatile music artist who left a significant mark through his engagements as a composer, pedagogue, writer, and
organizer in the cultural life of Vojvodina at the turn of the 20th century. Bajić became interested in music in his early high school
days. A testimony to this is his then still boyish interest in music lessons. Nevertheless, his student-dedication led him to take part
in “music jobs” together with his teacher Jovan Grčić, which determined his future vocation to a significant extent. While in the
sixth grade, Bajić began to compose, and in the eighth he conducted the student choir. Following his father’s desire, he enrolled
in law studies in Budapest after completing grammar school, and shortly afterwards embarked on his musical studies at the Music
Academy. It is known that the young composer was interested in the social life of the Serbian community at that time, forming
the Serbian Students’ Choir, for which he organized numerous performance opportunities, also leading the choir as a conductor. Upon completing his studies, Isidor Bajić moved back to Novi Sad where he was appointed a teacher of singing and church
singing at the High Serbian Orthodox Lyceum (today known as High School Jovan Jovanović Zmaj). Simultaneously, he gave
piano, violin, and tamburitza lessons, formed the string and tamburitza orchestra, and led the Lyceum choir. In addition to his
pedagogical work, Bajić had a prominent role in the shaping of the music awareness of the time. In publications and daily newspapers (Branko’s Ring, Chronicle of Matica Srpska), he regularly published texts on music, at the same time establishing the only
music magazine inYugoslavia of the times, Serbian Music Magazine, as well as an edition of printed music, Serbian Music Library,
which focused on publishing works by Isidor Bajić and his contemporaries. Bajić expanded the limited methodological literature
by authoring two textbooks: Piano and Piano Teaching (1901) and Theory of Correct Singing from Notes (1904). Isidor Bajić also
acted as a melographer, as a result of which many of the folk and church melodies he collected were then used in his composing of
piano, orchestral, and choral works. In addition to many songs for voice and piano, such as “Songs of Love”, “Serbian Folk Songs
in ‘Collection of Folk Songs’ by Mokranjac”, “Collection of Songs in the Spirit of Serbian Folk Songs”, and “Autumn Comes, My
Quince”, popular choral pieces like “Hey, Who Bought You” and “Serbian girl”, and pieces with singing, including “Djido”,“Chuchuk-Stana”, “Brandy”, and “Peasant Girl”, he composed the opera “Prince Ivo from Semberija” based on the historical drama by
Branislav Nušić.
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In 1909, Isidor Bajić founded a music school, the only
institution of such a kind to be established in Vojvodina since
the foundation of the Singing School by Aleksandar Mortifidis-Nisis. Isidor Bajić Music School still proudly bears the
name of its founder and continues to nurture his ideas. A composer, theoretician, music writer, performer and pedagogue,
Isidor Bajić died in Novi Sad on September 15, 1915, only 37
years old. Nevertheless, his life mission has continued to live
through his students, students of his students, through us, the
teachers and the students, who all together grew up on the
foundations of his school and have set out into diverse musical
parts of the world…
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BACH REMEMBERED

Carl Philipp Emmanuel Bach
300 years since the composer’s birth
Basic information

Born: March 8, 1714, Weimar, Germany
Died: December 14, 1788, Hamburg, Germany
Occupation: composer, pianist, harpsichordist
Stylistic features: Late Baroque/Early Classicism
Style: Empfindsamer Stil (“Sensitive Style”)
Treatise: Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments
Most significant works: Solfeggietto in C minor, Oratorio “Die
Israeliten in der Wüste”, Concerto for harpsichord in G minor,
Wq. 3, Concerto for harpsichord in D major, Wq. 11, Concerto
for flute in D minor Wq. 22;

Carl Philipp Emmanuel Bach was the most well-known and influential composer among Bach’s sons. When the Bach family moved
to Leipzig in 1723, he enrolled in Saint Thomas School, where his father served as a cantor, and, in addition to music, which was
his main occupation, he also entered law school, following the example of his older brother, Wilhelm Friedemann. Upon completing his studies, he was appointed harpsichordist at the court of the heir to the throne of Prussia, the later to be King Frederick
the Great, who he served for over 30 years. After the death of George Phillipe Telemann, his deceased godfather, whose middle
name he had been bestowed with, Emmanuel succeeded him as Kapellmeister in five Hamburg churches in 1767. Today, he is
best known for his chamber music, sonatas for flute and piano, sonatas for flute, violin and basso continuo, piano pieces which
include sonatas, variations, fantasies, as well as piano and flute concertos, some dedicated to the king, a passionate lover of this
instrument.
1753.
“Some persons play too stickily, as if they had glue between their fingers; their touch is too long, because they keep the keys down
beyond the time. Others have attempted to avoid this defect and play too short, as if the keys were burning hot. This is also a fault.
The middle path is the best!”
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ISIDOR BAJIC MUSIC SCHO OL
Isidor Bajić Music School began operating in Novi Sad on September 1, 1909, at the initiative of Isidor Bajić, music pedagogue, publisher, melodiographer, and
composer. Excluding the Music School in Subotica, this was the only professional music school in this part of Southern Austro-Hungarian Empire (today’s Vojvodina). Isidor Bajić, the founder, owner, principal, and teacher of theoretical music subjects, employed experts from various fields of the musical arts to serve
as teachers at his school. Future professional musicians, as well as audiences and music lovers, were all educated at Bajić’s music school.
In the decades that followed, as the school expanded its capacities, the number of students grew constantly, as did the teaching staff. After many
years of struggle for the adequate space needed for lessons to be held and after numerous relocations, in 1953 the school was finally installed at Njegoševa 9,
where it has remained until today. From the moment composer Rudolf Bruči became the principal of the school, a twenty year period of constant advancement followed, as teaching methods developed, and the enrichment of instrument, record, and sheet music collections began.
Today, there are about 1000 students and 160 teachers at Isidor Bajić Music School, encompassing kindergarten, elementary, and high school
educational levels in seven departments: string (violin, viola, cello, double bass), wind (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, French horn, trumpet, trombone, saxophone), piano, poly-instrumental (guitar, tamburitza, harp, percussions), voice, accordion, and theory department. Over the last ten years, the pioneering jazz
workshop has been continuously gathering jazz lovers not only limited to the pupils of the school.
Special attention at the school is devoted to collective performance, and the institution is especially proud of the seven ensembles that gather together all
the students of the elementary and high-school: Bajić’sYoung String Players - an elementary school string orchestra, the High-School String Orhestra, Bajić’s
Nightingales - an elementary school choir, the Female and Mixed High-School Choir, Margita Baračkov - an elementary school accordion orchestra, and the
high-school accordion orchestra. Several of these ensembles were established more than a half-century ago, and each of them has won numerous prizes in
their respective fields at national and international competitions, as well as various public awards. Recordings of the ensembles’ performances are kept at the
Novi Sad Radio Archives, while an additional 7 CD recordings and an audio cassette have been produced by the school. The dedication and spirit of the school
inspired Radujko Svetozar to write a monography, Novi Sad – the City of Music, published by Isidor Bajić Music School in 2000.
The School has been awarded a number of prizes and awards for its decades-long successful operation: the Vuk Prize (1999, Ministry of Education and Cultural-Educational Association of Serbia), the International New Millennium Award for the Best Trade Name (2004, Spain, awarded to the school and its principal
for the successful work and management in the field of music education and culture), the Dr Đorđe Natošević Award (2007, Executive Council of AP Vojvodina
for outstanding results in educational work, the organization of work, and the affirmation of the idea of collaboration and diversity, as well as the application
of contemporary educational methods). As one of the most eminent music educational and cultural institutions in Southeast Europe, Isidor Bajić Music School
was honored to become the regional representative of The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music.
Isidor Bajić Music School nurtures contacts with the European Music School Union (EMU) and the European Piano Teachers Association (EPTA), and
has developed successful collaborations with music institutions from Germany (“Harmonia Unitatis” Orchestra, Würtzburg), Russia (Balakirev Music School,
Moscow), England (Music Services, Norwich), Hungary (Music School Siklós), Slovenia (Fran Korun-Koželjski Music School, Velenje), and Montenegro (Music
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School Kotor), the Union of the Ballet and Music Schools of Serbia, as well as with all music schools and cultural institutions in Novi Sad and Serbia.
As a result of devoted organization and accomplished teaching, students of Isidor Bajić Music School have achieved notable successes at national and international competitions, ranging across instrumental, solfeggio, chamber music, choir, and orchestra categories – an average of about 120 prizes anually over
the last twenty years, earned at competitions in Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Russia, Germany, France, England,
Taiwan, Japan.
Across the past half-cenury, several particularly significant projects have been realised: S. Divjaković, Altum Silentium for mixed choir and symphony
orchestra (1989); I. Bajić, Duke Ivo of Semberia, opera (1994), The Evening of Opera Arias and Famous Choir Works in honor of Melanija Bugarinović and Isidor
Bajić (1995); C. Orff, Carmina Burana, cantata (1997/98, joint project with the Novi Sad Ballet School and the School of Design Bogdan Šuput); The Concert of
Bajić’s Music for the occasion of the 120th anniversary of Isidor Bajić’s birth; the organization of the Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial Competition (since 2002), W. A.
Mozart, Requiem (2006, a joint project of Serbian music schools), the organization of the Anton Eberst International Woodwind Competition (since 2008); the
annual organization of The World Piano Conference (since 2009), and the celebration One Century of Isidor Bajić Music School (2009).
103 years after its establishment, this educational institution remains true to the ideas of its founder. The lasting success of its students and teachers
over a period of many years speaks even more substantially of Isidor Bajić Music School’s impact than the sheer continuity of the School. The school owes such
success most truly to the top class pedagogues gathered at the school both in the past and today, teachers who have unselfishly transferred, and continue to
pass on, their rich performance experiences and professional knowledge to their pupils.
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GLUCK REMEMBERED

Christoph Willibald Gluck
300 years since the composer’s birth
Basic information

Born: July 2, 1714, Erasbach, Germany
Died: November 15, 1787, Vienna, Austria
Occupation: composer
Stylistic features: Early Classicism
Significant contribution: Opera reform
Most significant works: the operas “Orphée et Eurydice”, “Alceste”, “Iphigénie en Aulide”, “Iphigénie en Tauride”; the ballet
“Don Juan”

In the mid 18th century, Gluck brought about the reform of Italian opera seria, freeing it from the overly decorated vocal baroque
effects in favour of the clarity of the word and its unity with music, creating in such a way an unbreakable unity of music and drama. Upon his arrival to Vienna in 1761, Gluck met the Italian poet, librettist, and dramaturge, R. Calzabigi, with whom he realised
his intentions. The tendencies of these two artists bursting with ideas resulted in the creation of Gluck’s most famous operas,
Orphée et Eurydice (1762) and Alceste (1767). Visits to Vienna, Prague, Paris, Munich, Naples and other European cities brought
Gluck significant success.
C. W. Gluck 1773:
“I would have to reprimand myself if I would allow myself to be credited with the invention of the new Italian opera and the success
that justified all the experiments. The main merit belongs to Calzabigi, and if my music has gained significantly in power I must
admit that I am indebted to him, since he has enabled me to put in use the best that music can offer. These works are full of grand
dramatic opportunities, situations and lines marked by pathos that allow a composer to express more passion, to create energetic
and universal music.”
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ISIDOR BAJIC PIANO MEMORIAL COMPETITION
ISIDOR BAJIĆ PIANO MEMORIAL COMPETITION
NOVI SAD, SERBIA
MARCH 11 - 21, 2016
MEMBER OF THE ALINK-ARGERICH FOUNDATION

jury sessions are open to the general public
3 categories:
13 - 16 years • 17 - 20 years • up to 35 years
total prize money 10600 €
aplication deadline december 15, 2015

Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial Competition
Njegoseva 9
21000 Novi Sad • Serbia
Telephone +381 63 8382988
Fax +381 21 524580
e-mail: office@pianomemorial.rs
web: www.pianomemorial.rs
ACCREDITED BY THE WORLD PIANO TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
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…The atmosphere at the Memorial was so pleasant. I met many people, the participants of the Memorial, I played on excellent instruments.
Antonii Barishevskyi (Ukraine)
the young Ukranian pianist, the Laureat in C category of the Fourth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…I like it here very much, the organization is on a high level. One can tell just by looking at the brochure that people have worked hard, putting a lot of effort in this.
Dr. Baruch Meir (Israel/USA)
Jury member of the Fifth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
...I feel privileged to be here and work with such marvelous jury members. I enjoyed hearing so many talented students here.
Teresa Lavers (Australia)
Jury member of the Fifth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…therefore the Memorial is on a really high level. As a jury member, I can say that I’m quite impressed with the whole organization here.They care about everything.
I know how it goes with the organization, since I was a director inTromso.You are wonderfully organized, all of you.
Tori Stødle (Norway)
Jury member of the Fifth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…Within the Memorial’s management program, I had the opportunity to play some really important concerts. In the period between that Memorial and this one, I have significantly expanded my pianistic repertoire and gained plenty of experience.
Tijana Andrejić (Serbia)
First Prize Winner in B category at theThird Isidor Bajić Memorial competition
...Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial is doing a very important thing, when you look at the number of participants. It is an important place where we are heard and where we are
placing our name on the musical maps of the Earth.
Bojan Suđić (Serbia)
Conductor of the RTS-s Symphony Orchestra
…I am very excited to be on the jury of this event, the level of playing is extremely high, and the thing I love to do most is to hear a great piano playing, and meet new and
interesting people.
Arthur Greene (USA)
Jury member of theThird Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
… This is a famous international competition with a lot of famous people in it, and I am very happy to be here with them. The city and the Memorial are full of music lovers,
talent, and potential.
Hae Won Chang (Republic of Korea)
Jury member of theThird Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…I participate as a juror in many international competitions and I can say that the level of this competition is high. I had the opportunity to hear many talented people, who
are well prepared, gifted, very serious and professional. Believe me; this competition is on a high level, just like other famous competitions.
Marcella Crudelli (Italy)
the founder and president of the “F. Chopin” association, the international pianist competition “Roma”
and European PianoTeachers Association (EPTA) in ItalyJury member of theThird Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
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MOKRANJAC
REMEMBERED

Stevan Stojanovic Mokranjac
100 years since the composer’s death
Basic information

Born: January 9, 1856, Negotin, Serbia
Died: September 28, 1914, Skoplje, Macedonia
Occupation: composer, musicologist, conductor
Stylistic features: Romanticism
Most significant works: “Garlands” (Serbian Rukoveti – choir
suites consisting of a number of songs inspired by folk motives),
“Liturgy”, “Opelo” (Requiem), “Osmoglasnik” (Octoechoes),
“Three Statis”, “Kozar”

Stevan Stojanović Mokranjac, composer, conductor, pedagogue, organizer of music life is one of the most significant personas in the history
of Serbian music. He acquired his music education in Munich, Rome, and Leipzig. 1899, the year in which Mokranjac founded the first music
school in Belgrade, where he served as the principal until his death, is considered the year of the beginning of official music education in Serbia.
Stevan Mokranjac also founded the first string quartet in Serbia, in which he played as second violin. The time he spent engaged with the Belgrade Singing Society, where he acted as a conductor, is considered to be his “golden period.” As a result of his priceless work as a melographer,
many folk songs that could have otherwise been forgotten were recorded and preserved. His output as a composer in the domains of both
secular and spiritual music, largely focused on choral music, is rather significant, yet his contribution to the spiritual music tradition is slightly
greater. Works such as Liturgy of St. Jovan Zlatousti, Osmoglasnik (Octoechoes), Opelo (Requiem), Opšte pojanje (General Singing) and others
have been used into the present day as an integral part of Serbian Orthodox Church religious services.
Belgrade Singing Society tour inGermany: Mokranjac in the letter to his wife, March 4, 1899, Berlin:
“Last night’s concert went even smoother, and we were better, eliciting the enthusiasm of the audience. A wonderful reception organized in our honour by the
Berliners followed the concert.TraditionalSerbian dancing naturally sprang up in the aftermath of the reception.Our hosts were thrilled, and so were we.”
Mokranjac, in the letter to his wife, March 4, 1899, Berlin:
“My dear, we are all in a good mood since the Emperor and the Empress attended the concert last night and expressed their liking. Only you were
not here. Send my regards to everybody, and your Steva sends you kisses.”
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… In autumn I always disappear from Novi Sad. I do so because every November, as if according to a certain inscrutable rule, I fall in love again with
the old bridge below the fortress, in the labyrinth of the winding streets
around Matica Srpska and the Temerin open-air market, in the two frostbitten coughing swans in the Danube park lake, in one violin at Mar’s or two violins at Stolac’s, and because I am drawn more and more helplessly towards
these streets, to the hastiness of the passersby, to flapping of the morning
and evening newspapers on the Boulevard, and to the colorful mess of store
windows chasing, with their square eyes, the fog and monotonous greyness
of spilled out rain.
You probably know what it means to forget yourself at a certain
corner, along a line of trees, under a window…this means, so to say, to stay
there forever. And, even though this may sound unbelievable and romantic,
it means remembering a small Lovac tavern from behind Dnevnik while afar
in Saint Germaine, or nostalgically recalling a baroque façade of the Novi
Sad City Hall from under the towers of the Kremlin, or longing for a peaceful
afternoon at the slope of the Kamenica riverbank amidst the pavement dizziness of Manhattan.
I was once asked why I am in love with Novi Sad in such a highschool manner. I could not reply. Because with the dearest town, just as
with the dearest woman, we will never be able to explain to ourselves nor to
others what has tied us so…

Miroslav Antić, 1960.
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NOVI SAD
It is considerd that Novi Sad, city on the left bank of the Danube, was founded in 1694 or possibly even a few years earlier.
It is possible that a settlement of cottages belonging to craftsman who followed masons and army existed on the left river bank at the
begining of the construction of Petrovaradin Fortress in 1692.
The settlement was at first known as RackaVaroš (Reizenstadt, meaning Serbian town) and Petrovaradin Ditch, and later in
1748 it was named Novi Sad. The original inhabitants were mainly Serbs, but also Germans, Jews, Hungarians, Armenians, Bulgarians
and Greeks, whose presence is nowdays witnessed by a number of architectural and cultural monuments.
In 1784 Novi Sad became free royal city and gained its present name thanks to its rich inhabitants who went to Vienna and bought the
status from the empress Maria Theresa for 80.000 forints.
During 18th and 19th centuries, Novi Sad was the largest Serbian city (in 1820 the city had about 20.000 inhabitants, a third
of whome were Serbs). Novi Sad was the center of political, cultural and social life of the Serbian people at the time, so it was called
“Serbian Athens”.
Despite destruction in 1848, Novi Sad regained its power and continued to be the cultural and economic center. In 1864 Matica srpska,
the oldest cultural and scientific institution of Serbs, was moved to Novi Sad from Budapest, where it had been founded in 1826. Its
task was to educate Serbian people and to spread Serbian literature. Periodical Letopis Matice srpske, published by this institution, is
considered to be the oldest periodical for literature in the world as it has been issued continuously since its founding.
Some time before moving Matica srpska to Novi Sad, in 1861, Serbian National Theatre was founded. It was the first professional Serbian theatre, created from amateur theatre troupes and since its founding has been the main cultural institution, whose
work was a pillar of Serbian population, especially at the time of Habsburg monarchy.Today’sTheatre building was completed in 1981
and consists of three theatres – big, small and chamber stage, as well as three ensembles – opera, ballet and drama.
Construction of Petrovaradin Fortress, symbol of the city, and also known as the Danube Gibraltar, lasted from 1692 till 1780
on the right bank of the Danube. It consists of the Upper Town and Lower Town (Fortress) and its symbol is the clock-tower. Following
conservation works, the Fortress became an important cultural venue – it is the location of the City if Novi Sad Museum, Academy of
Arts, Art Gallery, 88 artists’ studios and the City of Novi Sad Archives. In 2001, Petrovaradin Fortress became the world famous venue of
the biggest music festival in Eastern Europe – EXIT, attracting top names of the world music scene, along with thousands of domestic
and foreign visitors. In 2007 EXIT was voted the best European music festival of the year.
University of Novi Sad was founded in 1960. It comprises 14 faculties, attended by about 30.000 students. University of Novi
Sad is one of the most up-to-date universities in Serbia, and at present is joining European universities in the area of higher education as
an equal partner. One of the important factors that contributed to this is cooperation with educational institutions around the world.
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STRAUSS
REMEMBERED

Richard Strauss
150 years since the composer’s death
Basic information

Born: June 11, 1864, Munich, Germany
Died: September 8, 1949, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany
Occupation: composer, conductor
Stylistic features: Romanticism
Most significant works: the symphonic poems “Thus Spake Zarathustra”, “Death and Transfiguration”, “Don Quixote”, “Metamorphosis”,
“the Alpine Symphony”, Symphonia “Domestica”, the operas “Salome”, “Der Rosenkavalie”, “Ariadne auf Naxos”, “The Woman without a Shadow”,and “Capriccio”

In his lifetime, Strauss enjoyed a reputation as both a composer and a conductor. In 1882, when he enrolled in Munich University, his Serenade in E flat major,
Op. 7, written for 13 wind instruments, was premiered, thus becoming the first piece by Strauss to be included in regular concert repertoire. Soon after, he conducted his Suite in B flat major for wind instruments, Op.4, first performed by the Meiningen Court Orchestra, while his Symphony in F minor was premiered
by the NewYork Philharmonic Orchestra. Strauss was then appointed the conductor of the Meiningen Orchestra, even though Mahler and Weingartner were
interested in the post as well. By 1900 he had developed the symphonic poem form to its end, pushing the limits of romantic expressiveness. Upon completion
of Saloma in 1905, Strauss embarked on a new creative period during which opera writing occupied most of his attention. At the beginning of the 20th century,
his career as a conductor took him all the way to South and North America, as well as throughout Europe. During the Third Reich he served as the Principal of
the State Music Institute (Reichsmusikkammer), and his relationship with the authorities remains unclear. Strauss’s connection to the German government
was initially a source of protection, but aftewards forced him to leave the country and relocate to Switzerland, from where he returned to his native Bavaria in
the last year of his life.
On January 7th, 1892:
“The most wonderful day of my life!” - afterŠtrauss’s performance ofWagner’sOpereTristan and Isolde, in which the main role was performed by the opera singer Pauline de
Ahna, who acceptedStrauss’s marriage proposal on that morning In 1949: “Never look at the trombones.You’ll only encourage them.”
In 1949:“But never let the horns and woodwinds out of your sight: if you can hear them at all they are still too strong
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THE PIANO SOCIETY OF KOREA
During the past twenty years, the Piano Society of Korea with Ewon Cultural Center has become one of the foremost
music societies in Korea, boasting of about 1000 professional pianists. It published by pianist Prof. Hae-Won Chang who is now
Chairperson of the Society and the Center. Every year, it invites pianists, musicians, and scholars from all over the world to take
part in a variety of events, including concerts, master classes, symposiums and seminars. Recently it has taken special interest in
nurturing young musicians by hosting music camps and workshops. In order to enlarge the scope of its activities and to become
an international center for music and culture, the Society with the Center has formed ties with many international associations
such as EPTA and WPC.

The Piano Society of Korea
136-1, Hanshin Bldg, R. 310, Mapodong, Mapoku,
Seoul, Korea, 121-050
T.: +82-2-3272-2121
F.: +82-2-6352-2121
www.ewoncc.net
thepianosociety@hanmail.net

WPC/WPTA AFFILIATED MEMBER
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The Municipal Culture Center in Sochaczew
Fryderyk Chopin State Music Scho ol in Sochaczew
Italian Institute of Culture in Warsaw
19th INTERNATIONAL CHOPIN FESTIVAL
IN MAZOVIA
POLAND
SOCHACZEW 3 - 8 November 2014
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tel/fax 48 468622962
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